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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

SECUlUTIES .\ND EXCHANGE COllfl\lISSION,

Washington, D.O., llfa?'ch 10, 1971.
The P1'esident 01 the Senate.
T lte Speaker 01 the House 01 Rep1;esentatives.
Sm: "Te have the honor to transmit the Institutional Investor Study
Report. The Report is submitted pursuant to Section 19(e) of the ~e
curities Exchange Act of 1934 (Public Laws 90--438,91--410), WhICh
directs the Commission to conduct an economic study of institutional
investors and their effects on the securities markets, the interests of
the issuers of securities, and the public interest.
A

The Congressional joint resolution authorizing the Study directed
the Commission "to make a study and investigation of the purchase,
sale and holding of securities ·by institutional investors of all types'
". .:. ". in order to determine the effect of such purchases, sales and
holdings upon the maintenance of fair and orderly securities markets
* ". ". the stability of such markets'" * ". the interests of the issuers
". ". ". and upon the interests of the public'" * *"
The legislative background of the Act makes clear that the Congress sought an economic study rather than an enforcement oriented
investigator,)' proceeding. Accordingly, the Study was desigll!~d to
provide a basis for understanding the underlying economic trends evidenced by growing participation by institutions in equity invest.ment
and their impacts on both securities markets and corporate issuers. As
the Commission had not previously undertaken studies of this type,
the Study was directed and staffed by professional economists and
other personnel who, with few exceptions, were drawn from outside its
l·eguln.r staff. The Study also benefited from the views of a panel of
knowledgeable persons having backgrounds in government and t.he
financial community who, in accordance with the authorizing legislation, formed its Advisory Committee.
The Study's basic task was to collect fundamental economic data
in nn area where large informational gaps have existed. To do this,
data were developed and analyzed relating to the number, types, size.
growth and distribution of assets in accounts managed by the many
varieties of institutions, as well as other types of data not. heretofol~
collected about trading: activity, market impacts and effect.s upon portfolio companies. The Study's data were obtained prim!ll'ily from detailed questionnaires, supplemented by interviews. Siza.ble data. files
were developed and analyzed from responses to 200 separate versions
(V) .
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of 54 basic questionnaires ,yhich, in turn, were distributed to as many
as 14 respondent types, several of which contained 1,000 or more firms.
The magnitude of the project is immediately apparent from an inspection of the Report itself, including supplements. The Report, of
course, represents only a distillate. The size and scope of the data eollection effort may be appreciated by examining Supplementary Volume II which describes the Study's questionnaires. The large data
collection, editing and processing efforts undertaken by the Stlldy
could not have been Ilccomplished in so short a period of time withollt
heavy reliance on electronic data processing techniques and capacity.
As a result of the time invoh'ed in collecting, editing, processing
and analyzing the data, drafts of important sections, and indeed of
some chapters, were not completed and therefore were not availablp
for review by the Commission and the Advisory Committee until late
in 1970. Final versions of each of the Study's snbstanti\'e analytieHl
chapters were completed only during the final weeks of 1970. The
Commission has required additional time since the Report was {'ompleted to review and consider its contents and formulate initial eOllclusions and recommendations. In submitting its Report and initial
recommendations the Commission is affording others an opportullity
to re\'iew :llld comment upon the Report and to determine their own
conduct in light of its content and findings. As t.he Commission, other
governmental units and the financial community continue to review
the Report and to analyze further the wealth of data collected by thp
Study, we anticipate that it will serve as a basis for fmther conclusions
and additional recommendations not only by the Commission but also
by other governmental, and self-regulatory, bodies.
B

The Study's contributions are numerous and varied. In some areas
its analyses establish the existence of, or suggest a spectrum of possible
solutions for, structural and regulatory problems. In other areas the
analyses tend to dispel previously expressed concerns over suspected
problems or to identify problems not previously appreciated. In still
other areas, of course, definitive analyses could not be conducted, or the
results of such limited analyses as could be undertaken within available time, resource and data limitations proved to be inconclusive. Even
in the last of these instances, however, the Study did in certain cases
develop and test methodology whose application to improved data or
related problems in the future may be of value to the Commission and
to others.
The Commission's initial conclusions and recommendations regarding problems analyzed by the Study may be grouped according to the
degree of their specificity into three general categories, as follows:
1. Areas where specific sets of conclusions and recommendations
can be and are presented. These include recommendations regarding offshore funds, standards for measuring and disclosing portfolio volatility, and appropriate measures of' investment performance for the purpose of calculn,ting incentive fees. Conversely,
in other areas the Study is able to rule out for the present certain
types of recommendations, such as generalized rest.rictions on the
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volume of institut.ional trading or the sIze of institutional
transactions;
2. Areas, such as those dealing with securities market structnrc,
where the basic ingredients of possible long-nUlge solutions are
suggested, but whose event.ual content and form must be deyeloped
o\'(~r time; and
a. Areas where only the problem itself can be identified, and
~hell ollly in the hroadest of terms; for example, questions regardmg the il1lpact of institutional inyestors 011 the distribution of
corporate power.
~olic.y considerations in some areas are affected importantly by
actl~ns 1I1 other areas. The most fundamental and pervasive problems
consIdered by the Study often defy simple compartmenta.lization. For
example, incentives for the responsible exercise by institutions of thei!'
franchise as shareholders (considered in Part Four of the Study) are
aft'ected by the Ji(juidity of secondary trading markets (considei'ed in
Part Three) and by competitive pressures on institutional investors t.o
achieve superior investment "performa.nce" (considered in Part Two).
Similarly, incentives toward the bundling of certain services or toward
the integration of firms in formerly distinct lines of business (COIIsidered in Part Two) often are affected by regulatory actions in totally
different :trens, such as the level lind structure of brokerage commission
rates (considered in Part Three). To comprehend many of these a
reading of the entire Report, rather than isolnted sections, will be
necessary. Even t.hen, a considerable spectrum of possible solutions
mllY remain. Economic analyses can and ordinarily do narrow but not
eliminate the range of policy options available.
The Study has been conducted during a period of rapid nnd deepseated changes both ill the' character of institutional investing and ill
the structure of the nation's securities markets. As will be apparent,
from the recurrent references to brokerage commission rates below
and throughout the body of the Report, the Commission regards noncompetitive, fixed minimum commission rates on securities transactions
of institutional size as the source of a number of difficulties in the de\'elopment of institutional investing and the trading markets for
equity securities. The clear conclusion from the Stud'y Report is that
competitive brokerage rates should be required at least Oil snch transactions.
Under date of February 10, 1971, in conjunction with the pending
eonunissioll rate structnre proceeding, \Ye advised the New York Stock
I~xchange that
The Commission belieYes the Exchange should take immediate action to implement, by April 1, 19i1. the Commission's finding that fixed minimum' commisi<lons on institutional size orders are neither necessary nor appropriate.'·

1Ve have thus taken initial steps to require competitive rates-on at
least that portion of institutional transactions in excess of $500,000which ",e believe ",ill have ameliorating effects on future developments
in It number of the areas studied. Assuming that the step called for is
timely implemented by the Exchange, the Commission's subsequent
steps in this and related areas must necessarily be guided to a considerable extent by its experience with the initial step. The Study proddes
, SecllrltlcR Exchunge Act J{p)eUHe No. 9079. Among other thlngR we 11IlI'c nlso reqlle~ted
the l~xchnn!:p. hy .Tllnc
1!J71. to Ilrespnt "n )lInn for renRonnhle economic access to tllP
New York Stock Exchange for nonmember broker·dealerR." Letter of October 22, 1970,
Securities Exchange Act Relense No. 9007.

,!D.
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an analysis of interrelationships between various aspects of institutional investment and the structure of the securities markets and a
basis for evaluating many of the issues and actions that necessarily will
result from both initial and subsequent regulatory actions in these and
related areas. In this sitnatioll we believe the sound regulatory course
is to proceed with caution on any further concrete recommendations
('oncerning the stl'llCture of the securities mftrkets.
In directing the Commission to undertake the Institutional Investor
Study, the Congress necessarily required the examination of areas Ilnd
activities which could have significant effects upon the markets and
indi"idual corporate issuers, but which traditionally have come under
the primary jUl'isdiction of other regulatory.bodies. Although our rc('ol\1ll\endations relate principally to those areas in which the Commission has statutory jlll'isdiction, the Study's analyses may prove useful
to those who are coneel'lled with other aspects of institutlOnal investment or with the activities of the institutions examined. The Commission has not, ho\\'e\'er, eonsnlted w'ith other regulatory bodies on po}licy
issues arising from its analyses or initial rccommendations. The "iews
spt forth below al'e those of the Commission. 'Ve do intend in the coming months to discuss with other regUlatory agencies aspects of thc
Heport that relate to financial institutions under their jurisdiction.
In order to place its economic alld other ltnalyses ill perspective and
to afford insight into the existing pattern of go\'erllInental regulation,
the Study eontains sunllnary discussions of applieable laws and rules.
'VIlile alI attempt has been made to illdieate aeellrat<lly the actual alld
potential impact of the legal provisiolls discussed-and to set forth
sHch provisions ill accurate sUlllmary form-the sllmmaries do not
purport to contain a comprehensi\'e exposition of the laws iIH'olved,
nor are th<ly intended to indicate th<l applicability of such laws to any
particular factual circumstances. In addition, jt, should be recognized
that the sllmmaries include somc discussions of legal matters outsidp
the Commission~s particular expertise and regulatory oversight.
'Vith these considernt ions and qualifications in mind, the Commission's initial conclusions and recommendations are set forth below,
organized to the extent possible around the l\Iajor analytic areas ('0\'(lred by the Study. These are Part One: B((okg1'01l11d St7tdie8 of hl8titlltional Investo'/"8 (/nd OOTp01'ate. 8tocl.:/ Part Two: Illstitntimls a8
Investment 11/anagm's .. Part Three: Impact8 of hlstltutionallnve,qting on Se01wities AIw'kets,. and Pl1rt FoUl': Im7)(wt8 of lmtit'lilimwl
Investo1'8 on Om'porate Issn81'S.

C
Part One (Chapters I-Ill) Baol.:gl'Oltnd Studies of hl·8titlltiO'll((l hIlH'stm'8 flnd {/01'l)o1'ate Stook:
Initial Conclusions and Recommendations
The Commission contracted ,,·ith the National Burmtu of Economic Research, a pioneer ill the development of flow of funds statistics and the syst<lIn of national accounts, to prepare for the Study
It H(lCh~gl'ouJl{l RepOI't on Institutional Invest01's mul 001'porate Stook
(trnnsmitted in its entirety as Supplementary Volume I of the Report). The substanti,'e analyses contained in the full NBER Report
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and summarized in chapters II nnd III of the Study Report were designed to place in historicnl perspective later detailed studies in Part
Two of the recent behavior of financial institutions as equity investors. An important result of these analyses is to allay fears expressed
in many quarters of imminent domination by institutional investors
of ownership of the nation's industry-without ruling out such a
longer-term eventuality. Institutions as a group have increased their
share of outstanding equity securities, partly through the relative
gl'Owth of institutions more heavily dependent on the equity markets
and partly from shifts toward increased equity investment by other
types of in~titutions. However, the increase has been relatiyely slo,,paced over tunc.
Institutions as a group-excluding endowments, foundations, investment counselling accounts and various minor types of institutionally managed portfolios for which data are not available prior to 1952
-increased their share of total stock outstanding from less than 7
percent to approximately 19 percent between the turn of the century
and 1952 (chapter II). A more comprehensive definition of financial
institutions places estimates of institntional holdings at approximately 24 percent of outstanding corporate stockin 1952, a figure that
increased to 26 percent by 1958 where, with some fluctuations, it remained throughout the follmYillg decade (chapter III). Individual
holdings, net of institutional and foreign, amounted to 71.7 percent
of all outstanding equity securities (including stock in closely held
corporations) in 1958 and 71.8 percent a decade later, in 1968.
Institutional holdings, however, have not been distributed uniformly across all types of equity securities, but tend to be concentrated
in the shares of larger, publicly traded corporations. The extent of
this concentration is analyzed iil chapters IX and XV of the Study
Report. In this area the pace of institutionalization has continued even
during the decade of the 1960's. Three successive Census of Shareownership surveys conducted by the New York Stock Exchange of the
ownership of securities listed on that Exchange show that from 1962
to 1965 and ]970, institutional holdings increased from 31.1 percent
to 35.5 percent and 39.4 percent, respectively.
Analyses in the NBER Report summarized in chapters II and III
indicate that institutional investors have been net purchasers on a
cash basis of corporate stock from individuals over most of the postwar period, including the decade of the 1960's. Reconciliation of this
fact with the fact noted earlier that institut.ions did not perceptibly
increase their share of the value of all equity securities during the last
decade, suggests that institutional investors have conc~ntrated their
purchases and holdings in the more stable securities of larger corporations while individual investors sought and obtained the higher returns available on somewhat riskier securities during the generally
rising markets of the last 20 years.
As indicated in the NBER Report, during this period the rate at
which corporate assets were valued and enrnings capitalized generally increased and a significant portion of returns to equity investors over the period was accounted for by these increases. Should returns over the next few decades be less than those since 1950, more
rapid future increases in the fraction of institutionally held corporate
shares could be expected.

x
The. NBER Report also points out that individual investors have
become increasingly 'conscious of the "perfOl'mance" of their il1\'esments, demonstrating a willingness to shift their savings out of certain types of the more consernltive institutions into potentially more
profitable-and consequently more risky-inyestlllent media. Financial managers of such institutions, confronted with increased mobility
of funds, became more performance conscious themseh'es in order
to retain or redirect the sa\'ings flows.
HIPROVED ImpORTING

The past and likely future gro\yth of institutional investors in the
equity markets makes the collection of timely information about, instit.utional holdings and activity in securities essential for an agency
responsible for the administration of the federal securities In,ws. Difficulties encountered by the Commission, the Federal Resen'e Hoard
and the National Burean of Economic Research in the den'lopment of
aggregate data for the Study on institutional holdings and lIet purchases of corporate slmres o\'er the post-war period point up strongly
t.he need for improvements in the collection of inforlllation about institut.ional investors and their acti\'ities in the equity markets.
The appendix to chapt.er I of the Report discloses significant shoL'tcomings in existing patterns of institutional reporting, The seope of
information reported often is limited, particularly with respect to
holdings of !tnd transactions in the securities of speCIfic companies; information often is supplied to more than one agency, resulting in
unnecessary and costly duplicati \'e efforts; and in sOllie eases data is
supplied only on It voluntary or confidential basis, limiting both the
comprehensiveness and usefulness of the data supplied. FllIthel'\l1ore,
the burdens of disclosure fall une\'enly on institutional respondents.
Extensive reports currently are prOVIded by registered innstment
companies and most. large insurance companies; banks, im'estment advisers and self-administered foundations, endowments and employee
benefit funds, however, do not now for the most part provide information on holdings and trading in particular securities to any puhlic
agency. Gaps in information about the activities of such major classes
of institutional investors in the securities markets provided a primary
reason for the conduct of the Institutional Investor Study.
The importance of a regularized, uniform and comprehensive,
scheme of institutional reporting cannot be minimized in light of the
demonstmted growth of institutional investment and its impacts on
the structure of securities markets, corporate issuers and individual
investors. An effective pl'ogram of government regulation of institutional investors and the securities markets must emanate from empirical analyses of institutional behavior, weighed on the scales of
competing policy considerations. The Study represented an attempt to
gather relevant data Tor such analyses on a one-time basis. However
valuable that data may be and whatever conclusions it may suggest
at the present time, the course of future developments cannot be accllmtely gauged nor can reasoned regulatory policies be plotted wit.hout
a continuing flow of such information.
The Commission believes that gaps in information about the purchase, sale and holdings of securities by major classes of institutional
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investors should be eliminated, and recommends that the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 b~ amended to pro~ide the Commission '.vith
"eneral authority to reqUIre reports and dIsclosures of such holdmgs
~nd transactions'from all types of institutional investors. Such authorization would permit the Commission, by rules adopted in conformity
with the Administrative Procedure Act, to obtain continuing data for
public disclosure and for the production of statist~cal data or aggregates, to the extent that it deems such data necessary or appropriate.
The Commission is cognizant of the need to balance the benefits of
increased disclosures against the burdens imposed i?y such reporting
on respondents. These considerations have long been recognized and
reflected in the Commission's administration of disclosure requirements regarding corporate issners under the federal securities laws.
Thlls, upon passage of enabling' legislation, the Coml,llission would consnIt with other regulatory bodies and interested persons on the form,
frequency and cont~nt of reports to be required, and arrangements by
whicl~ all affected regulatory bodies can share the data reported.
ft, is anticipated that disclosure would encompass only securities
beneficially owned by inst.itutional investors or for which institutions
provide investment management. Such disclosures would include infOl'll1at.ion regarding the fraction of shares held over which institutional respondents have differing degrees of investment and voting
ltllthOl·it.y. Should this recommendation be adopted by the Congress,
the Commission would reconsider its recommendations with respect to
amendments to existing reporting provisions of the Securities Exchang'e Act. discussed in Part Four below.
ECONOl\IIC RESEARCH CAPABILITY

Experience with the Institutional Investor Study reinforces the conclusion reached by the Special Study of Securitles Markets in 1963
that studies of this kind should not be, simply, "once-in-a-generation
aft'airs, but should be a major part of the Commission's regular and
continuous activities." 2 Special studies are disruptive of the ongoing
activities of the host agency, are expensi,'e in terms of the time, energy and money required to create quickly not only the professional
staff but also all parts of the infrastructure of personnel, facilities and
data required for a major research undertaking. If the Commission is
to be fu1ly cognizant. of the economic implications of developments in
the securIties markets under its jurisdiction, including those that result from its own actions, a substantially larger internal economic research capability, fully staffed and supported, is required. Such needs
wi'll be especial1y acute if, in addition to existing statistical programs
and analysis of presently available data, there are expanded reports
by institutional investors to be processed and analyzed in a manner
t.hat contributes significantly to the Commission's policy deliberations. ,
The Commission intends to seek the budgetary and personnel resources
needed to obtain the required expansion of its economic research capability.
In addition, a great deal of worthwhile research by outside econo·mists, financial analysts and ot.hers int.o basic economIC developments
"ScCllI"itics and Exc/lUlige Commission, Report of the Special Study of SeclI"ities Markets,

H,n, Doc, No, 95, 88th Cong" 1st Sess" Pt, 1, nt XIV (1963-1964),
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in the equity markets could be stimulated by enabling the Commission to facilItate the distribution of non-confidential, machine processable information collected routinely during the course of its administration of the various securities statutes. This information, although
publicly available in theory, has not been accessible in usable form in
the past to persons outside the Commission. In an effort to stimulate
needed outside research in the area of its statutory responsibilities, the
Commission is reviewing administrative and budgetary barriers to
the more effective dissemination of this growing and increasingly important body of information. Such efforts are necessary if the Commission is to adapt its traditional information gathering and dissemination functions to modern technological methods and capabilities.
Palt Two (Chapters IV-IX) Instit1tt'lons as Investment
Managers:
Initial Conclusions and Recommendations
The "institutions" portion of the Study was designed with two primary objectives in mind. The first was, simply, fact finding. The
Study was to collect daht never before ayailable on the size and activity
of institutional investors and the equity oriented portfolios under their
management. The second, ho\\"ever, was to focns atttention and analyses
on two fundamental forces believed to be at work during the last half
of the 1960's, whose effects \\"ere to change in important ways both
the character of institutional investing and its effects on the economy.
These were:
(1) The rapid growth of relatiyely exotic, aggressively managed im·estment yehicles--such as the more speculative types of
registered investment companies, hedge funds and offshore
funds--and the increased willingness by most major classes of
institutional investors as well, to adopt more aggressive investment strategies and trading practices in search of im·estment
"performance," and
(2) An accelerating trend toward the combination of firms in
formerly distinct areas-such as brokerage, investment management and insurance-into integrated, multi-purpose enterprises.
INV}~ST~[ENT RISK~

DISCLOSURE

Competitive pressures on portfolio managers for improved investment performance are examined most closely in chapter IV, which
deals with investment advisory and mutual fimd complexes. They are
also dealt with in other chapters of Part Two, which examine other
t.YI~es of managerial complexes and major types of institutional portfohos.
Different classes of institutional ill\"estors formerly competed with
one another for the sa\·er~s dollar only weakly. Bank trust departments, insurance companies and ill\·estment companies each otl'ered
relatively distinct types of financial services aimed at largely 11011overlapping classes of customers and markets. Shifts toward increased equity investment by most major types of institutions, however, have tended to erode traditional differences between their respee-
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tive markets and heighten the degree of competition not only within
but also across institutional categories for the management of vHrious
types of portfolios. Competition for the management of pension funds
has become especially intense during the last decade as has competition for the management of educational endowments and other forms
of pooled investment vehicles. Performance consciousness by the managers, sponsors and increasingly, the beneficiaries of many types of
professionally managed portfolios is an expectable consequence of an
increasingly competitive environment. Although the search for investment performance ordinarily is associated with hedge funds, offshore
funds nnd relatively speculative types of mutual funds, the Study's
Report makes it apparent that performance consciousness has spread
f:i!' beyond exotic portfolios and portions of the investment company
industry into most major types of institutional managers and competitively managed portfolios.
One disquieting result of these pressures has been to provide nn
incenti"e for investment managers to assume higher and higher levels
of investment risk in many of the competiti,'ely managed portfolios
under their administration, a result that often is not apparent to the
portfolios' sponsors or beneficial owners. In the past, most persons or
firms luwe tended to equate "performance" with "price acfion" without adjusting in nny way for the risk borne by the portfolio. The
Study utilized econometric techniques to measure portfolio volatility,
which often is interpreted as a proxy for the degree of investment.
risk displayed by managed portfolios, and to adjust total return on
such portfolios (price apprecintion plus distributions) so that the portions of the return attt'ibutable to general market movements and to
the portfolio's particular volatility can be separately identified. The
incenti,'e for institutional managers to assume higher leyels of im'estment risk exists whet.her or not the mana,!,rer is compensated on n
"performance" or "incenti,'e fee" basis. although its severity is aggravated by the manner in ,yhich existing incentive fee contracts typically
are constructed.
The Commission concludes that improved disclosure of investment
returns, portfolio volatility, and short-term trading (that tends to
llccompany high volatility portfolios) is needed from the managers
of most types of professionally managed portfolios. One method of
measuring portfolio volatility is developed in chapter IV of the
Report; it is anticipated that other measures Clln and will be developed in the future to accomplish this purpose. Such disclosures
would not only better inform portfolio beneficiaries of the risks to.
which they may be subjected, but also can moderate. exi~ting pressures on portfolio managers to assume more aggreSSIve lIlvestment
postures than otherwise would be warranted by the investment objectives of the accounts under management.
The Commission believes that disclosure ot investment returns,
portfolio volatility and short-term trading is both practicable and
dpsirable tor many types of cOl11nctiti,'ely managed institutional portfolios at the present t.ime. In the case of fnnds reqnired to register
under the Investment Company Act, such disclosure can be achieved
within existing statntory authority through prospectuses and neriodic
reports. The Commission believes that it would also be desirable for
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such disclos~res to be. made for ot.her classes of professionally managed portfolIos and wIll consult wIth other regulatory bodies toward
this end.
PERFOIU\IANCJ<:: FEES

In addition to disclosure of investment returns, volatility and shortterm trading, which the Commission considers desirable whether
or not managers are compensated on an incentive fee basis, the Commission believes that when incentive fees are present a second step
is necessary to reduce disparities between the interests of portfolio
managers and beneficial owners. In general, an "incentive" or "performance fee" (as nsed here) is compensation to a portfolio manager that varies according to investment results rather than solely
the amount of assets under management. The second step is to structure penalties for sub-standard investment performance that are symmetrIcal with rewards for superior performance in order to deter
the assumption of excessive risk in managed portfolios. It should
be noted that in the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, Congress in
effect hnd prohibited the use of any performance fees by registered
investment advisers except for the fees charged to registered investment companies by their advisers. In the Investment Company
Amendments Act of 1970 Congress required thnt any performance
fees charged to registered investment companies be symmetrical as
outlined above and then authorized the use of such performance fees
for other accounts (but not most qualified employee benefit plans)
where the assets under management exceed $1 million.
Although the ('0111missi0l1 believes that symmetry in the calculation of performance fees is desirable and important for any portfolio
managed on an incentive fee bnsis, it does not now request legislation
extending coverage of these provisions to types of institutional portfolios or managers not covered by the Investment Company Amendments Act of 19iO. Should competitive pressures not lead after a reasonable period of time to the more general adoption of symmetrical
compensation bases for other classes of institutional portfolios utilizing such fees, the Commission will review its determination not to seek
such legislation.
'Vhen an adviser is compensated on the basis of total return or return
relative to an index having a lower volatility than the portfolio itself,
an incentive is created for the manager to assume greater risk. Thus,
when incentive fees are present, It third step appears desirable to eliminate as fully as possible the realization of compensation by investment mnnagers based in part on risk borne by portfolio beneficinries.
To accomplish this end the Commission intends to give serious and
prompt consideration to requiring that incentive fees be based only on
volatility adjusted investment returns. Incentive compensation would
thus be permitted only on that portion of total investment return that
is in excess of what genera,] mnrket movements affecting secnrities displaying equivalent volatility would produce on an unmanaged basis.
Technical methods for basing incentIve fees on such risk or volatility
adjusted returns were adopted for analytic purposes by the Study.
Although the techniques employed are of relatively recent origin, it
appears that measures of risk adjusted investment "performance" such
as employed in the Study are feasible. Their use, as well as other
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methods for accomplishing this end that may be developed, can provide appropriate and unbiased methods of calculating managerial
compensation that would discourage the assumption of excessive risk
in managed portfolios, permit superior advisers to obtain additional
compensation and permit the profitable operation of smaller ecolIomic units not having access to large and efficient sales organizations.
The Commission now has authority under the Investment Advisers
Act of 1940 as amended by the Investment Company Amendments
Act of 1970 to determine an appropriate index or other measure of
investment performance for incentive compensation purposes that reflects the degree of volatility displayed by managed portfolios. As
experience is gained with volatility adjusted incentive fees authorized
for the expanded types of accounts permitted under the Investment
Company Amendments Act of 1970, the Commission ,,·ill also review
the desirability of requesting legislation to extend such provisions to
other types of institutional managers and portfolios utilizing incentive fees.
IIEOOE FUNDS

The Study examined the activities of hedge funds. These investment vehicles generally are organized as limited partnerships having
fewer than 100 partners. 'With the exception of survey material gathered for the Study and more detailed information assembled by the
Commission's regular staff, there has been a dearth of hard information about both llldividual hedge funds and hedg-e funds as a group.
The Study found hedge funds to be volatile investment vehicles.
Many are highly leveraged; short selling and other speculative techniques play an important part in their market st.rategy. During the
period studied, hedge funds as a group were actively engaged in the
new issue market and turned over their portfolios at extremely high
I:ates.
Often the hedge funds' managing partners have other significant
advisory functions, such as the management. of regist.ered investment
companies. In most instances the compensation arrangements provided by unregistered hedge funds are far more favorable to the investment manager per dollar of assets manap:ed than t.he compensation provided for similar services by registered investment companies
or other classes of accounts within an advisory complex. Here, as in
other situations where differing compensation arrangements exist,
there are potentially serious conflicts of interest.
Although hedge funds bear attributes of investment companies and
their general partners perform many of the same functions as investment advisers, neither the funds nor their general partners ordinarily
are reg-istered under either the Investment. Company Act or the Investment. Advisers Act of 1940. The hedge funds' activities might also be
construed to bring them within the statutory definition of "dealer"
contained in the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
As a result. of the Study's review of hedge funds' operations, it now
appears practicable to clarify the applicability to hedge funds of registration requirements under one or more of the Investment Company
Act of 1940, the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, and to formulate any necessary rules regarding
such funds undel' the appropriate securities laws. The Commission
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does not believe that new legislation is required and will take the steps
necessary to accomplish this purpose.
Ol"FSHOHE FUNDS

The Study also examined n. relatively new and dramatic type of
institutional investor, the offshore fund. The capital inflow of such
funds has aided the United States' balance of payments and stimulated new sources of equity capitnl in the countries in which they are
sold. At the same time, their operations raise substantial questions
of investor protection. In many cases sales practices have been aggressive and disclosures inadequate. Independently audited reports of opern,tions often are not available, and the structure and operation of
many offshore funds should be strengthened to provide greater protections against possible overreaching of investors by fund managers.
These and other factors have led some countries where shares of the
funds are sold to enact legislation designed to regulate-or even eliminate-the activities of offshore funds.
In the present climate of concern fostered by the well publicized
difficulties experienced by certain offshore funds and their sponsors,
the Commission believes that foreign investor confidence in offshore
funds that invest ill American securities could be bolstered significantly if they were to become subject to Commission regulation under
the federal securities laws. Offshore funds currently receive treatment
under the Internal Revenue Code which provides them with competitive advantages oyer domestic, registered investment companies seeking to sell in offshore markets. Equalization of these advantages would
enable U.S. registered investment companies to compete mOre effectively with unregulated oft'shore funds. The net result would be beneficial both to foreign investor protection and the United States securities markets, as well as to the United States balance of payments.
One means of accomplishing this goal would be to establish entities
through which nonresIdent foreign investors could receh'e the same
tax advantages by investing in domestic registered funds as they
currently obtain through the purchase of shares in nIl offshore fund.
This might be done through the creation of Foreig:ll Portfolio Sales
Corporations "'hich would be used as vehicles to distribute to foreig:n
investors shares of funds registered under United States law. The
sponsors of a. registered fund could establish such a sales corporation,
sell its shares of the U.S. registered investment company without
additional layering of sales charges or management fees, Similur arrangements-unit investment trusts-frequently are employed in the
United States for the sale of mutual funds.
Foreign Portfolio Sales Corporations would be based in the lTnited
States and required to register with the Commission as registered investment. companies. As such, they would be subject to Commission
regulatory and disclosure requirements and Federal Resen'e margin
requirements. If such companies were free of United States capital
gallls taxes and if foreign investors in them \vere fl'ee of United States
estate taxes, comparability would be achieved. Taxes on dividends and
interest paid by Foreign Portfolio Sales Corporntions still would be
withheld and any related management company or investment adviser
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owned by United States persons could be fully subject to United
States taxes.
Alternatively, a separate registered investment company could be
created and designed to appeal specifically to foreign investors. Because such an investment company would be managed exclusively for
nonresident foreign investors, and its shares offered only to such investors the fund and its investors would be granted the tax treatment
described above. Moreover, it would appeal' appropriate to exempt
purchases of forcign securities by such n company froni the Interest
Equalization Tax.
"Thichever investme~nt yehicle is chosen, sales promotion would, of
course, remain outside the United States. As is the current practice
for most offshore funds, initial purchasers or agents would be required
to sign a statement that they are not U.s. persons and were not acquiring the securities for distribution to U.S. persons. In addition,
securities coul.d be redeemable by the company if acquired at a later
date bv Amencans.
The" Oommission recommends that a high level governmental task
forcc bc organizcd to cxplore and develop the possibility of the establishmcnt and regulation of Foreign Portfolio Sales Corporations as
wcll as registcred offshore investment companies. "WOe would expect
such a task forcc to consider appropriatc tax treatment for such funds
and nonresident foreign inYestors, and methods of gathering data
with respcct to foreign institutional inYestors in order to facilitate
further" study of developments in this area.
The rapidly growing mtel'l1ationa lization of the securities markets
indicates the need for national regulatory agencies such as the Commission to participate in the international development of common
plelllents of securities regulation. Efforts by international organizations to identify intern:itional regulatory norms and establish acceptable international standards I,!.'overning mutual fund operations should
be encouraged, and the Commission will accelerate its mrn efforts
towards this end.
FINAXCLU, INTEGRATIOX

The second major area of roncel'll reflected in the Study's treatment of institutional investors and the portfolios under their management, is an accelerntinl,!.' trend during the last half of the 1960's
toward thc intpgration (or diwrsification) of formerly specialized
functions into multi-purpose financial service organizations. The integration of such functions creates both regulatory and competitiye
problems. Regulatory problems result from the potential conflicts
created by such combinations between financial managers and their
various e1nsses of clients; competitive problems result from barriers
to the separate provision of specialized products or services. Ultimately, certain types of combinations among financial institutions
may lun'c importnnt implications for concentration of power in the
Americnn economy.
Incentives for the integration of financinl services derive from
both economic and regulatory sources: economies of scale, including
p('onomies derived from the combination into larger units of joint
products or services, diversification and judgments regarding the
profitability of cntcring ncw and unrelated areas all are economic
53-940 0-71-pt. 8--2
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in origin; reglllatory incentives for the combination of separable
products or services ordinarily can be traced either to direct regulatory limitations on the provision of specialized products or services
U1,less provided in combination with others, 01' to indirect inducements toward that end resulting from the maintenance of regulated
prices at non-competitive levels 01' prohibitions on the charging of
direct rates 01' fees for certain selTices.
To the extent that integration is induced by economic incentives, and
especially by economies obtained through the provision of joint products or serVlCes, decisions to limit such combinations should be made
only reluctantly by regulatory 01' other public authorities, and then
only on the basis of demonstrated regnlatory necessity. The Commission also believes, however, that integration should not be artificially
induced 01' compelled by governmental action in the absence of overriding regulatory objectives. Thus, direct limitations on the granting
of corporate trust powers only to firms that also offer commercial banking services, and actions by regulatory authorities to permit the maintenance of noncompetitive rates 01' prices on various types of financial
senices should be reviewed, and justified only on the basis of compelling regulatory needs. The Study's analyses indicate that banks enjoy
important competitive advantages over other types of investment managers derived both from their possession of corporate trust powers and
from the indirect compensation (permitting them to charge lower direct advisory fees) that they obtain from the link between trust and
commercial operations.
An important st.imulus to the recent wave of combinations between
equity management and brokerage functions, however, is the fixed,
minimum brokerage commission. Efforts to maintain brokerage commissions at noncompetitive levels for large, primarily institutional investors, have had profound effects on the structure of the nation's
securities markets, discussed in Part Three. They also have conferred
important competitive advantages, again reflected in part in lower
direct fees, on institutional managers who are either directly affiliated
with brokerage firms or ,yho benefit from well developed reciprocal
practices involving the use of brokerage to purchase a number of other
services provided by the brokerage industry.
The Commission does not presume to speak with authority on the
desirability of, 01' regulatory purposes served by, regul::tted rates or
prices in areas beyond its statutory jurisdiction. Having completed
extensive reviews of the economic and regulatory effects of fixed minimum brokerage commissions, hO"'ever, the Commission has concluded
that such rates cannot be justified on orders above $500,000 in value and
will review the desirability of requiring competitive rates on smaller
institutional-size transactions as experience is gained with competitive
rates on larger transactions.
l\IAN AGEl\IENT FEES

Actions by regulatory authorities that result in the uilbundling of
certain services currently provided in combination with others under
an umbrella of regulated rates or prices can have a variety of beneficial results. One is to remove artificial barriers to competition in the
separate provision of specialized functions or services; another is to
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bring into the open for evaluation by portfolio beneficiaries, regulatory authorities and institutional managers themselves both the services obtained and the prices paid for many of the services currently
obtained by institutional managers and paid for indirectly, through
reciprocity. It is entirely possible that some of these services would
not, in fact, survive public disclosure and the market test of separate
pricing. To the extent that this occurs, the full cost to portfolio beneficiaries of management services would be reduced. At the same time it
should be recogmzed that many of the services currently provided and
paid for indirectly, in combination with brokerage or other services,
nuty be of considemble value to portfolio beneficiaries, may be obtained more economically by institutional managers from external
than from internal sources and would, therefore, survive both disclosure and economic tests.
Current levels of direct fees charged by investment managers for
their services have developed over time in cognizance of a manager's
ability to obtain external services on a reciprocal basis. This ability is
especially import.ant for the smallest types of institutional managers
whose internal staffs often 'are minimal and whose reliance on "The
Street" for research and other services traditionally obtained through
reciprocity has been greatest. To preserve the ability of specialized
firms to offer legitimate services to institutional customers and the
ability of institutional managers to obtain these services externally, in
an economical manner, it may be necessary for such firms to adjust
direct charges to clients or to change con"tracting arrangements' between t.hemselves, their clients and external suppliers of research or
other financial services.
:\[FTFAL FFND DISTRIBUTION

One area within the Commission's tmditional jurisdiction in which
competitive brokerage commissions are likely to have a direct and substantial impact is the distribution of mutual fund shares. A combination of circumstances-including existing le\'els of direct sales charges,
retail price maintenance on such charges, noncompetitive brokerage
commission rates and restrictions on the use of ad\'ertising and other
mass merchandising techniques-1m \'e intersected to create and perpetuate a relatiyely expensiye distribution system for iIH'estment company shares. Fixed minimum brokerage commissions allocated to
support fund sales have provided an important source of income for the
distribution of mutual fund slmres. As we have noted, the Commission believes that fixed rates on orders abO\'e a gi\'en size can no longer
be justified. To the extent that this action eliminates a significant
source of re\'enue to the distributors of fund shares, it can be expected
to lead to one or more of three possible results: increased direct sales
charges or payments to fund sellers, reductions in the extent of the distribution system for fund shares, or the development of lower cost
distribution systems for the industry. The latter result is to be desired
and the Commission expects that as part of the study of mutual fund
distribution now being conducted by the National Association of Securities Dealers pursuant to Section 22 (b) of the Investment Company
Act of 1940, the NASD survey will focus not only on costs inherent
in existing methods of fund distribution, but also on ways in which
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these costs can be reduced and savings passed on to fund purchasers.
In addition, the Commission will consider the feasibility of achieving
this result in connection with its own pending study of the impact
of eliminating Section 22(d)-the so-called retail price maintenance
provision-from the Ill\·estment Company Act of 1940.
INSTITUTIONAL l\rEl\fBERSHIP

The Commission expects that its recent decision on competitive rates
on large orders will h:n·e the effect of reducing artificial inducements
to the combination of management and brokerage functions, and that
this in turn will tend to reduce but not eliminate economic pressures
toward institutional membership on st.ock exchanges. Further actions
to increase the fraction of institutional transactions subject to competiti,·e rates, of course, could be expected to further reduce such
pressures. The Commission realizes, howe\·el', that. issues relating to
lllstit.utional membership are at least part.ially separable from questions regarding the le,·el and structure of brokerage commissions and
would not be disposed of entirely Hen by fully competitive rates on
all securities transactions.
The essential problem faced by the Commission at this juncture is
whether to deal with institutional membership now as a combination
of problems ill\·olving both commission rates and the integration of
management and brokerage fUllctions, or to reserve judgment on this
import.ant issue pending additional steps by the nlr10us exchanges to
eliminate fixed minimum commissions on orders of institutional size.
The Commission realizes that combinations of management and
brokerage functions once made cannot be easily reversed. It also realizes that desires t.o maintain viable competitIOn in the provision of
specialized financial serdces, to avoid undue concentrations of economic power and to abate potential conflicts and regulatory problems
inherent in combinations of management and brokerage functIOns may
militate against the removal of remaining barriers to membership by
institutions on national securities exchanges. Certainly those fidUCIaries who feel their long-term interests lie in the effective management
of their clients' funds, unencumbered by either the diversions or potential conflicts incident to simultaneous operation of brokerage activities,
should not be forced to apply for membership in order to meet what
they may feel are shorter term obligations to avoid excessive transaction charges.
At the same time, the Commission cannot ignore indefinitely the
asymmetry that results from some persons who manage institutional
portfolios at the same time belonging to major exchanges while others
so engaged are prohibited from belonging. Institutions affiliated with
exchange members enjoy important coml?etitive advantages over other
institutions by virtue of this fact. Elimmation of remaming barriers
to such membership might provide additional incentives for securities
exchanges to move more rapidly toward the rationalization of brokerage commission rates. The Commission believes that the Study's admittedly limited analyses of regulatory problems resulting from the
combination of management and brokerage functions, as well as the
accumulation of its experience to date with existing combinations of
these functions by members of major exchanges, has not revealed
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unique, additional regulatory problems whose severity justifies sweeping prohibitions of such combinations.
The Commission will withhold its final determination regarding the
desirability or necessity of prohibiting membership by otherwise
qualified institutional investors on national securities exchanges, pend.
ing actions by the exchanges to eliminate artificial inducements to such
membership by compliance with the clear intention of the Commission's recent releases regarding the abolition of noncompetitive fixed
commissions on orders of institutional size.
Part Three (Chapters X-XIII) Impacts of Institutionalln'l.~e8ti11g 011 /3eC'lI1'itie8 l11a1'kets:
Initial Conclusions and Recommendations
Part Three of the Study was designed to assess the impact of
institutional investing upon the stability of prices in the secondary
equity markets, upon the structure of those markets and upon the
securities industry that services the markets.
STABILITY OF PRICES

The preponderance of data collected by the Study on monthly
net institut.IOnal trading imbalances, on instItutional position changes,
on block trades and on day-to-day price changes analyzed in chapt'ers X, XI and XII indicate that institut.ional trading in the aggregate is related to or coincident with relatively few of the large price
changes that occur in the securities markets. For example, although
price changes in excess of 3 percent occurred more often on days when
block trades took place during the 15 months studied (.Tnly Hl68 to
September 1969), 'block trades in stocks listed on the New York
Stock Exchange occurred on only 9 percent of t.he stock days in
which prices changed relative to the market by such an amount.
In addition, analyses performed on monthly net institutional trading
imbalances over a 20 month period ( January 1968 to September 1969)
indicate that most monthly stock price changes (relative to the
market) were unrelated to aggregate institutional trading imbalances
in the particular stock over the time span. Other analyses of random
large position changes by institutions indicate that, even on an interday basis, institutional trading appeared to offset price movements
about as frequently as it appeared to contribute to them. Furthermore, from the data on market. ma,kers it appears that during stock
months in which institutions were more active, large close-to-close
price changes were less frequent.
The Study could not and did not individually examine institutional transactions. Consequently, the data collected by the Study do
not negate the possibility thrut one or more institutions trading- at particular times in particular securities did impair price stability or
otherwise act in a mannel' contrary to the public interest. This limitation does not, however, put in ouestion the validity of the important.
finding that institutional trading overall has not impaired price
st.abilit.y in the ma:kets. ~l!us, the. Study has not .disco~er.ed .any
basis in terms of prIce stabIlIty for Imposmg generalIzed lumtatIons
on the volume of institutional trading or on the size of institutional
transactions.
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MARKET STRUCTURE

It is clear that the securities markets are changing in rapid and
significant ways. There are a number of reasons for these changes;
among the most important are the greatly increased volume of trading
by institutions, the negotiated nature of many institutional transactions, the fixed minimum commission rates that stock exchnnges impose on such transactions and technological advances in communications and data processing. The evolution of the securities markets has
been, and many continue to be, affected and distorted by barriers to
com1?etition. Among the most significant of these are mmimum commissIOn rates and rules that insulate markets, market makers and
broker-dealers from each other. The combination of fixed minimum
commission rates and barriers to access have tended to cause institutions to choose market places, in part at least, for the purpose of reducing the commission they payor taking advantage of opportunities
to purchase various services with "soft" commission dollars by means
of reciprocal practices. These appear to be the most important explnnntions for the accelerating growth of institutional trading on the regional stock exchanges and in the third mnrket. Because the nssembly
of many block trades takes place primnrily over the upstnirs communicntions systems of broker-dealers rathei· thnn on the floor of any
stock exchange, such transactions can be executed wherever the participants select, and markets hnve therefore been selected on the basis of
these considerations.
The fixed minimum stock exchange commission on large orders has
led to the growth of complex reciprocal relationships between, on the
one hand, institutions (particularly mutual fund manngers and banks)
and, on the other, broker-dealers. This has had the effect of making
commission rates for institutions negotiable but limiting the extent to
which the ultimate investor rather than the money manager has benefited from such negotiation. As noted earlier, these relationships tend
to aggravate 1?otential conflicts of interest, to be anticompetitive in
nature and to Impede the development of a central market system for
securities trading. Elimination of fixed commission rates for institutional size transactions should go some distance toward dealing with
these problems. The Commission will closely observe the extent to
which competitive commission rates lead toward these results.
The Study has found thnt all types of mnrket mnkers tend to stabilize prices by trading to offset temporary imbalances in supply and
demand. In view of the size and "lumpiness" of institutional transactions it becomes increasingly important thnt. all market makers be
encouraged and strengthened in the performance of their dealer function. The Study has also found, however, that a market maker's willingness t.o offset t.emporary imbalances depends in large part upon the
volume of trading to which it is exposed. This function, of course, is
impeded if the market maker's opportunity to participate in the total
volume of trading is limited by rules which artificially restrict its exposure to that volume.
The data collected by the Study indicate that New York Stock Exchange specialists, who are exposed to the greatest volume of tradi.ng,
presently offset temporary imbalances to a much greater absolute
extent than other market makers. The data also indicate that despite
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sclf-rcgulation, therc arc substantial differences among New York
Stock Exchange specialists in the extent to which they participate in
their markets in depth, with specialists who do not so participate
nevertheless earning high returns on their capital.
Institutional investors and individual investors tend to trade in
different ways and by the use of different procedures. This raises a
question regarding the degree to which markets used by institutional
investors and by individual investors could or should be separated.
",Vithout expressing a definite conclusion on this question, it should be
noted that institutional investors and individual investors presently
trade with each other either indirectly through the intermediation of
dealers or, to a lesser extCl~t, directly through the matching of orders
by brokers. Any effort to eliminate trading between these two investor groups "'ould require a rathcr drastic change in the pattern
of tJ·ading for both of them. For example, as shown in chapter X, in
the average stock month in which major institutions traded stocks
listed on the New York Stock Exchange, at least two-thirds of this
trading was with dealers, smaller institutions or individual investors.
Even respecting a typical block trade of $1 million or more on the New
York Stock Exchange, it appears that almost 30 percent of the shares
eventually found new owners, largely individual investors, through
t,lle regular round lot market on the floor of that Exchange. Any attempt to deprive individual investors of the opportunity to participate
directly 01' indirectly in trades with institutions would deprive them
of the advantageous discount.s and premiums which often result from
such trading.
There are, however, as the Study has found, certain questions and
difficulties with respect to the interact.ion of large and small orders in
the same market. Examples are the prices at which some limit, stop
and odd lot orders triggered by block trades are executed, and the
price effects in the aftermarket of inventory positions acquired by
market makers in. block trades and disposed of in small lots. These
questions require and will receive the attention of the Commission.
As pointed out above, the markets are changing, and the question
is therefore presented as to the extent to which regulatory authorities,
including the Commission, should attempt to direct and structure the
future development of the markets. ""re belie"e that because of modern
communication and data processing facilities it is possible to preserve
geographically separated trading markets while at the same time
tying them together on a national basis. 'We also are satisfied that the
Commission and other regulatory authorities should endeavor to
prevent the evolution of the market place from being distorted by unneceSSltry restraints on comJ?etition. "redo not believe, however, that
it is either feasible or desmtble for the Commission or any other
agency of the government to predetermine and require a particular
structure, and still less to specify now particular procedures for the
markets of the future. It is better to observe and, if necessary, to modify the structure which evolves through the ingenuity and response of
the marketplace to the extent changes occur that appear inconsistent
with the public interest. Nevertheless, to guide the industry in this evolutionary process certain goals and principles may be stated. In stating these we do not mean to endorse them as absolutes. Further study
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is required to determine their technical and practical feasibility and
their consistency with each other as well as ,yith other accepted goals
and principles. Nevertheless, on the basis of the Study and our general
experience, these goals and principles appear to us to be both worthwhile and important.
_
A major goal and ideal of the securities markets and the securities
industry has been the creation of a, strong central market system for
securities of national importance, in which all buying and selling
interest in these securities could participate and be represented under
a competitive regime. This goal has not as yet been attained. Recent
developments appeal' to make it possible to accomplish this purpose,
while at the same time other developments create difficulties m doing
so.
Until comparatively recently there were serious technological limitations on creating a system where all interests of investors could be
represented in a central market. This is no longer the case. Recent advances in communications and electronic dat:t processing make such
representation technically feasible if the necessary systems are developed and used. 'While the creation of this capability is a development of
major im]?ortance, this is not to say that markets operated unsatisfactorily m the past. The major markets in the United States have
been stronger than any in the world. The capability for a central market system having wit.hin it a sustained capacity for innovation can
assist in a successful adjustment to changing conditions. In light of
the rise of institutional investment and the resulting increase in large
so-called "block" securit.ies transactions, certain practices such as
fixed non-competitive commission rates and barriers to market access
have tended to work against the development of a central market and
to foster t.he use of competing markets. These often compete imperfectly, as where they seek to attract business on the basis of relative
willingness to facilItat.e reciprocal practices, some of which are described in chapter XIII. Under a more compet~tiye regime such
markets can function in a much more useful way.
Aside from technological problems and competitive barriers, there
have been two principal obstacles to the development of a strong
central market system. These are, first, the fact that there has been no
market which was strong enough and liquid enough to serve as a
major central market for the entire United States. Institutional investment and the resulting strains which it has thrown upon the market mechanism have aggravated this difficulty. A second and related
obstacle has been the fact that prior efforts to develop a central market
have included the creation of a certain amount of monopoly power,
particularly with respect to the dealer function. This has been accompanied by certain restraints on competition. There has been an effort
to control potential abuses of such monopoly power by regulation.
Such efforts are necessary but have not been wholly successful, primarily because regulation is more effective in prohibiting misconduct
than it is in motivating and causing regulated persons to take affirmative action and to assume risks in order to create and perfect a central
market.
.
It will not be easy to overcome these obstacles but we believe it can
be done and that certain guiding principles can be used for this pur-
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pose. It mayor may not be possible for the central market to be
largely an auction market, although the values of the agency auction
market must be preserved. Under present conditions it appears that
such a market will also require strong dealers. These may perform
the traditional function of offsetting temporary imbalances in supply
01' demand or they may have a more limited function such as block positioning. To provide for dealer fllnctions, all responsible market makers should have access to the central market. In this connection it
should be noted that, given present technology, it is neither necessary
nor desirable that all such dealers be present in anyone geographical
location, since any such requirement would among other tlungs prevent the regional exchanges from having the meaningful role in the
market system which they could have.
The participation of competing dealers in the centml market will
nlso reduce the element of monopoly power which has accompanied
past efforts to establish a central market and will make it possible for
potential abuses of such monopoly power to be controlled not only by
regulation but to an increasing degree by competition. An essential
characteristic of such a system would be the prompt reporting of all
securities trades to the public on a comparable basis.
In summary, our objective is to see a strong central market system
created to which all investors have access, in which, all qualified
broker-dealers and existing market institutions may participate in accordance with their respective capabilities, and which is controlled not
only by appropriate regulation but also by the forces of competition.
We propose, in consultation with all interested persons, to seek the
furtherance of these general objectives as we perform our reviewing
function over proposed changes III market structure.
Part Four (Chapter XIV-XV) hnpacts of In8titntional
Investors on Oorpo1'ate 18su(31'8:
Initial Conclusions and Recommendations
Part Four analyzes certain aspects of the impact of institutional investors on portfolio companies. For the purposes of this Study, a portfolio company is one whose equity securities are held by institutions or
held for the benefit of persons whose investments are managed b,Y institutions. The part contains two chapters: one deals with institutIOnal
participation in primary equity financing; the other deaJs more
broadly with institutional-corporate relationships.
Chapter XIV is essentially an economic and statistical analysis of
the extent of institutional participation in corporate financinp: through
purchases of equity securities from issuers. This kind of participation is to be distinguished from institutional participation in the secondary markets-the subject of Part Three of the Study. Direct purchases of equity securities from corporate issuers, (or from underwriters of the new issues) provide the companies involved ,,,,ith additional capital and are thus of particular economic significance. 'While
institutional purchases of outstanding equity securities in the secondary
markets tend to involve securities of larger companies, institutional
participation in purchases of the new issues studied here tended to invohre financing for smaller enterprises.
'
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The analyses in chapter XIV, while adding light to the role of institutions in new financing, do not at this time demonstrate a need
for wide-reaching legislative action. 'Vhile there may be particular
problems regarding certain types of institutional participation in
first time new issues, it does not appeal' that institutions as a group
have been receiving significant preferential treatment in the pl'llnary
equity market for such issues or that their participation in that
market has been so limited as to cause concern regarding a scarcity
of access to capital by newel', smaller enterprises. Subject to compliance "'jth the investment objectives- of the institution, institutional
financial managers should be able to determine whether to purchase
securities directly from the issuer or in the secondary markets. 'Vhlle
t.here is continuing concern that such purchases should reflect investing rather than merely trading: decisIOns and that they conform to
the interests and objectives of institutional beneficiaries, it does not
appear feasible to devise an all-encompassing regulatory approach
that will ensure that result with absolute precision. At the same time,
the Commission will continue to evaluate problems created by the
new issue market, including substantial price rises in the aftermarket
which have frequently resulted in large gains to institutions and
other investors who dispose of new issues within a short time after
purchase.
HESTRICTED SECURITIES

As noted in the chaptm', institutional participation in non-public
offerings is a significant factor in enahling companies, pltrticularly
smaller, less well established companies, to secure financing. However,
secUl'ities ptll'chased in such offerings ordinarily cannot be resold
without registration under the Securities Act of 1933. Accordingly,
these secUl'ities are ordinarily not equal in value to securities of the same
class which arc freely tradable. This fact has two important consequences for corporate issuers of restricted securities and for the institutions which purchase them.
First, restricted securities generally are issued at a substantial discount from the market value of freely tradable securities-the average
discount fo\' the 278 private placements examined by the Study was
about 23 pel'cent, although variation in practice was considerable. Some
portion of these discounts represent an additional cost to corporate
iss~lCrs of obtaining financing through the sale of equity securities in
pl'lvate placements.
Second, it is often difficult for institutional holders of restricted
equity secllrities to place an appropriate valuation upon them. Valuation has important impacts on the investment performance of institlltional financial managers and may also affect the computation of
advisor,\' fees based upon the value of investment assets under management. Difficulties are exacerbated in the caSe of open-end investment companies which are required to sell and redeem their own securities at net asset value and whose portfolios, accordingly, are expected
to be comprised of securities which can be both accurately vahlPd and
which are sufficiently liquid to meet redemptions.
.
The Study's finding:s indicate that institutions have used a variety of
methods to value restricted securities. The diversity of methods uti-
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lized, at the least, makes investor comparison of various alternative in\'estment media offered by different types of institutions-and by
different institutions within each type-more difficult to the extent that
r~stricted equi~y securities are included in one or more of the institutIOnal portfohos compared. In general, however, the portfolio proportions of such securities have not been large.
The Commission has recognized that valuation of restricted securiti~s by inst~tutions and their managers raises difficult questions for
whIch there IS at present no simple or mechanical solution. During
the past several years, the Commission has focused on the problem of
valuing restricted securities held by registered investment companies.
Several releases have been issued which call attention to the problem
and suggest appropriate considerations to be taken into account. 3 In
those releases the Commission pointed out that the Investment Company Act of 1940 requires restricted securities to be carried at "fair
value as determined in good faith by the [company's] board of
directors"; and that, as a general principle, the current fair value
would appear to be the amount which the owner might reasonably
expect to receive for such securities upon their resale. The discussion
set forth in these releases as to methods of valuation of restricted
securities is, in the Commission's view, equally applicable, under
authority of the antifraud provision of the Investment Advisers Act
of 1940, to an investment adviser (as defined in that Act) irrespective
of. whether or not it is required to register as an adviser. Further, the
Commission believes that other persons acting as trustees or managing
agents with respect to portfolios of equity securities (including securities with equity features) should consider the principles enunciated
in. these releases when valuing securities in good faith at fair value.
As has been previously oibselTed, some portion of the costs of
obtaining financing through the sale of securities in private placements reflects the restrictions on resale of these secnrities without
registration under the Securities Act of 1933. As a result of recommendations of the Commission's disclosure policy study (The Wheat
Report, April 14, 1969), the costs in time and money. of the regist~a
tion process would be somewhat reduced for certam classes of ISsuers, primarily those which have a class of equity securities registered
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Moreover, the circumstances under which purchasers of restricted securities may resell
such securities would be more clearly defined. The 'Wheat Report
recommended improvements in the disclosures provided by the cont,inuous reporting process under the Securities Exchange Act of ,1934
and the enhancement of the degree of coordination hetween the disclosure under that Act and the- disclosure required under the Securities Act of 1933.
The Commission has implemented those recommendations through
(1) adoption of a new quarterly financial report and amendments. to
reporting forms under the Securities Exchan~e Act designed to nrovIde
on an annual basis, information which 'will furnish a reasonably complete and up-to-date statement of the business and operations of registered companies; (Z) adoption of a new short form for registratIon
under the Securities Act of 1933 and the amendment of another short
• See Investment Company Act Release Nos. 5847 (October 21, 1969), 6026 (April 13,
1970),6121 (July 20, 1970) and 6295 (December 23,1970).
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form to broaden its availability; and (3) proposals to adopt rules relating to the resale of unregistered securities pursuant to conditions
designed to protect public investors as well as replace subjective with
objective standards for interpretation of the registration provisions
of the Securities Act of 1933.
To the extent that institutional purchasers may avail themselves by
contractual right or otherwise of the new short forms for registration
of securities under the Securities Act of 1933 or may take advantage of
rules relating to objective standards for interpretation of the registration requirements of that Act, the cost to issuers of obtaining financing
through the sale of restricted securities may be reduced. In addition,
the improved reporting requirements recommended in The Wheat
Report and adopted by the Commission may, to some extent, provide
information whIch will serve as a basis for more adequate consideration of the fair value to be placed on restricted securities by institutional holders.
Chapter XV indicates that (1) limited numbers of institutions, particularly banks, have the potential economic power, were they to act
together, to exercise control or influence over a number of portfolio
companies, particularly large companies, and (2) except in the case
of transfers of corporate control, where the expectation of benefits to
institutions or their managers is relatively clear, institutions generally
report that they do not participate in corporate policy, decision making or other corporate affairs, preferring instead to dispose of their
holdings in a company if its management pursues policies with which
they disagree. There are two important qualifications to these findings.
Fi1'St, it is rare that a single institution will have holdings in a company large enough to give it a position of clear economc power over
the company. Therefore, influence over the portfolio company will
depend upon either (1) the existence of other types of relationships,
such as creditor relationships, or (2) the aggregation of institutional
power emanating from concerted action by a grouF of institutions. It
often is difficult to ascertain whether institutional power is enhanced
or limited by the existence of business and other relationships aside
from shareownership. At the same time, the Study found relatively
little evidence of concerted action to influence corporate management
except in its case studies on transfers of control. Concerted action, of
course, requires an accommodation of interests among the institutions participating in a joint endeavor and may, therefore, not enhance
the economic power of anyone institution.
Second, where institutions are able to perceive relatively clear and
substantial benefits-or the alleviation of difficult problems they may
face-through participation in corporate affairs, their influence and
participation may be both substantial and critical. This is so in the
case of transfers of control, where institutions can benefit from market
action. It may also occur where institutions are "locked in" to stock
holdings because they are restricted, are too large to be disposed of
through ordinary market mechanisms Or would generate unfavorable
tax consequences if sold.
A fundamental question confronting institutional, corporate and
governmental policy-makers is whether the existence and use of the
potential economic power held by institutions can be reconciled with
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the obligations of institutional financial managers to their own beneficiaries and with the rights and interests of other investors in portfolio companies. This question is not susceptible of a simple response
because the possible uses or misuses of institutional economic power
do not remain static.
There are, nevertheless, two conclusions that flow initially from the
chapter's findings. The first is ~hat questions of institutional influence
over portfolio companies cannot be assessed intelligently without adequate information about the continuing growth and management of
institutional stock holdings. The second is that institutions or their
managers, by reason of their ability to influence the outcome of efforts
to transfer corporate control, appeal' in a number of cases to receive
preferential treatment as compared with individual im·estors. This
preferential treatment appears to hare taken two principal forms.
First, the acquiring company may afford special treatment to institutions in the form of premium prices, guaranteed profits and othel'
incentives in order to attract their support. Second, institutions may
receive nonpublic advance information concerning takeover efforts
which may be utilized in purchasing securities either of the target
company or the acquiring company with a riew to profiting from the
market impact of the takeoyer effort once its existence is publicly disclosed.
In view of these conclusions, the Commission belieres that additional disclosure requirements with respect to institutional equity
holdings and management, as suggested in our comments in connectioll WIth Palt One, nre warranted, and additional regulatory requirements dealing with transfers of corporate control as indicated
below.
DISCLOSURE OF HOLDINGS

The potential or actual impact of institutions on portfolio companies cannot be assessed by institutional beneficiaries, corporate investors or government policymakers without full and fair disclosure
of institutlOnal equity holdings and management policies. The federal securities laws lun"e consistently recognized the special status of
corporate "insiders" and "affiliates"-persons having special access to
the centers of corporate authority or the power, actual or presumed,
to influence the exercise of that authority" Thus, the securities laws
and Commission rules require disclosure of large share holdings and
relationships between affected companies and large shareholders.
In practIce, however, many large institutional share holdings are
excluded from disclosure under existing law; Sections 13 (d) and 16( a)
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 require the disclosure only of
large holdings of shares which are beneficially owned. As the Study
found, institutions frequently hold and manage large amounts of a
('ompany~s shares, hut do not themselves have beneficial ownership of
sl1ch shares. The limitation of disclosure to beneficial ownership means
that the holdings of a complex of institutions or accounts under commOil management by a single financial manager are not aggregated in
determining whether there must be any disclosure, except to the extent
that the complex constitutes a group of persons within the meaning of
Section 13(d) or 14(d). The Study found that it is common, for ex-
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ample, for a group of inyestment companies or other types of accounts
under common management to invest, on occasion virtually simultaneously, in the same securities. Under existing laws, even if the aggregate
holdings of these accounts exceed 10 percent, no disclosure would be
required under Section 16 (a); disclosure under Sections 13 (d) or
14 (d), which under recent amendments is at the 5 percent level, would
be conditioned upon a finding that members of the complex alone or
with other institutions or complexes constitute a "group" for the
purposes of those sections.
Because not aU situations can be reached through intell>retation of
the "group" conceJ?t in Section 13 (d), the Commission beheves that it
would be approprIate to amend the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
to the extent necessary to require disclosure of holdings of equity secUl'ities in excess of 5 percent of the outstanding issue, whether under investment management or beneficially owned. Thus, the test of reportable holdings and transactions would include eithC1' beneficial O'I.One1'ship of or irtvestn1ent mamagen1ent over the securities in question. A
bank trust department, for example, would report the number of shares
which it managed (not including those for which it provided solely
custodial services), aggregating shares held in various investment Or
tnlst accounts. An investment adviser would report the shares held by
various investment companies and counselling accounts managed by
t.he same adviser. Disclosure should further be brolldened to require an
indication of the voting authority of the shares under management,
whether sole, partial or none.
In connectIOn with this proposal to expand shareholder reporting
provisions of the Securities Exchange Act, it should be recognized
that certain other modifications of existing requirements under Sections lS(d) or lfi(a) would appear to be in order. Section 13(d) was
enacted in the context of transfers of corporate control and it consequentl?: provides for disclosures concerning such matters as the
investor s plans for the portfolio company and its sources of financing
which may not be appropriate in the context of an institutional holding where no takeover is contemplated. Similarly, a purpose of Section 16 (a) was to provide information concerning possible liabilities
under Section 16 (b) and consequently, fairly prompt reports of any
change, no matter how small, in a holding are required. This might
well not be needed in the present context. The choice of Section 13(d)
or Section 16 (a) or a new section as a vehicle for the type of disclosure here proposed would depend upon whether it was concluded
that disclosure of information in addition to the mere existence of
the holcling and the identity of the institution is needed. General rulemaking authority such as requested in connection with Part One above
would be the preferable and most flexible and comprehensive approach.
The Commission does not at this time recommend that Section
16 (b), dealing with the recovery of short-swing profits, should be
modified in any way.
DISCLOSURE OF

POLICn~s

TOWARD CORPORATE MANAGEMENT

·While it does not appear appropriate for the Commission to attempt to advise institutions how or whether to become involved in the
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affairs of portfolio companies, it would be desirable for both portfolio
companies and institutIOnal beneficiaries, including investment company shareholders, to be informed of the policies of the institutional
financial manager 01\ such matters. Presently, most investment companies disclaim in their statement of policy that it is their intention
to become involved in management of portfolio companies. Consideration should be given to requiring all institutions to state their
policies on involvement in corporate affairs and with more specificity
than now required of investment companies, including: their procedures for considering proxy materials, any ~enert1ll?ohcy regarding
supporting management, any general policy of abstaimng from voting,
any general policy On voting for or against (or not voting on) certain types of proposals, any general policy of participating or not participatmg in corporate transfer situations, and any policies regarding
other business relationships, personnel relationships and informal
particii)ation or consultation with portfolio companies in corporate
affairs.
This type of public disclosure would focus the obligtltion of institutions to act in the interests of their beneficiaries and lead to their
setting up procedures for systematic attention to questions of stockholder voting. As a number of institutions responding to the Study's
questionnaires indicat.ed. the beneficiary should be able to choose the
institutional llIanagCl' whose policies on investment management appear to him most appropriate. The only 'my in which this can be done
is to give beneficiaries full information about the policies followed, including policies regarding relationships with portfolio companies. The
public nature of snch information would also serve t.o inform corporat.e
management and other shareholders of any general policies of the
institution.
Because the Commission believes such disclosure should be generally
applicable to all inst.itutions. it wishes to consult with othel' regulatory agencies to develop guidelines for disclosure to portfolio beneficiaries. portfolio companies and regulatory agencies of policies pursued by institutional managers regarding relationships with actual or
potential portfolio companies. This may lead to legislative proposals.
In the meantime the Commission will also proceed with drafting of
rules for comment with respect to investment companies for which its
present legislative authority is adequate.
.
INSTI'J"UTIONAL INVOLVKUENT IN CORPOR.\TE TAKEOVERS

The takeover area is one whm'p, the need for additional regulation is
indicated by the Study's findings. Some institutions have received both
preferential economic benefits and preferent.ial informational benefits
in connection with transfer efforts. As to the receipt of preferential
(~conomie benefits-such as lwemium prices or other special inducements-the Commissi?n ~elie.ves that regu.1ator~· action is appropriate
to pr~vCl.lt 'pmye~'f\ll lllStIt.u!IOns from ?e~ng treated more favorably
than lIldIvIdual lllvestors. (The CommISSIOn has already taken some
steps in this area by promUlgating Rule 10b-13.)
.
The problem of preferential informational benefits is more difficult.
The .Study found tl~at in some cases companies and broker-dealers intendmg to make or mduce a takeover bid privat.ely advised certain in-
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stitutions of this fact, enabling such institutions to make purchases of
the target company shares in anticipation of the market impact of a
subsequent public announcement of the bid. While there may be some
similarities between the nondisclosure of information regardmg an intention to make a takeover bid for another company and the nonclisclosure of material information about a company's business affairs, the
two situations involve somewhat different considerations and different
underlying principles. 'With respect to the latter, material undisclosed
corporate information, the relevant principle has been developed as an
interpretation of Rule 10b-5 and other antifraud provisions. Persons
who have acquired material undisclosed information about a company
by reason of their relationship with that company (and usually for
a corporate purpose) may not utilize this information for their own
benefit either by tradinO" themseh'es or by giving the information to
~avored investors in order that the il1"\'estors may use it in their tradmg.
'Vith respect, however, to passing on information about a prospective takeover effort to fayored institutions, the persons who do so usually are the persons who plan the takeovers and ordinarily have no
relationship to the target company, nor do they usually have any fiduciary duty to that company or its shareholders. This difference in relationships does not necessarily mean that such passing on of information concerning takeoyers should be permitted, but it may well mean
that if such activities are to be prohibIted, this should be done by a rule
specifically directed to that situation rather than by an expanded interpretation of Rule 10b-5 resting on a somewhat different theory than
that underlying that rule as to the obligations and duties of those who
receive material undisclosed information.
There are also practical differences. 'Vhere trading by insiders 01'
by their tippees 011 material undisclosed corporate information is prohibited, the corporation and its insiders have a choice either to make
the information public or else, if the business interests of the corporntion require a postponement of public disclosure, to refrain froi11
t.rading and keep the information entirely secret. In the case of a
prospective takeover, a requirement of immediate public disclosure
as soon as the effort is contemplated would be likely to abort, the takeover. This consideration was recognized by the Congress in the 'VilIiams Act (Section 13 (d)) which postpones public disclosure 01 a
takeover until the persons planning the takeover have either acquired
over 5 percent of the target company's shares or make a tender offer
for more than that amount. A person planning a takeoyer usually
cannot, however, keep his plans completely secret. He may, for example, have to consult commercial banks or investment. bankers with respect to financing for the effort, and if he is proceeding responsibly
he will wish to obtain as much information as he can 1rom bankers or
otherwise as to whether the proposed target is a desirable acquisition
and, if so, how high a price can properly be offered. Thus the persons
planning a takeover do not have the same opt.ion of public disclosure
Or complete secrecy as is available in the case of undisclosed corpornte
information.
The Commission will, accordingly, consider the possibility 01 developing appropriate rules to deal with misuse in the market 01 un.disclosed information concerning corporate takeovers. It presumably will
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be necessary in such rules to distinguish between persons who receive
information on this subject for it legitimate purpose related to the
proposed takeover and those who arc given a "tip" for some othel'
purpose. It may also be necessary to distinguish between, on the one
hand, persons who in fact are part of the group attempting the takeover, who should be permitted to communicate among themselves and
to purchase shares of the target company subject to the requirements
of the ",Villiams Act and, on the other hand, those who are not part of
the group but who are given the information for other purposes.
D

The Institutional Investor Study, with its heavy emphasis on the
application of quantitative, mathematical techniques to the analysis
of economic and regulatory problems, has carried the Commission
into new and often unfamiliar territory. No member of the Commission is a professional economist and, as indicated in onr recommendations for Pali One, the size of the Commission's regular economic staff
is relatively small. As a result, the Studis special staff necessarily
operated with a great deal of professional autonomy.
The Commission, of course, has reviewed t.he Study's Report from
its own perspective as a regulatory body. The resulting product,
therefore, represents a unique and, 'we believe, a constructive blend
of the disciplines and the perspectives of the professional economists
f<lnd the l~egulatory agency that collaborated in its development.
While the Commission's ability to review in the time available certain of the more technical aspects of the Study's quantitative analyses
may be limited, and further external review of the data and analyses
may be desirable, we are confident that the Report constitutes a
valuable contribution to our understanding of this important and
rapidly changing sector of the nation's capital markets.
The Commission is deeply indebted to Donald Farrar, the Study's
Director, Lawrence .Tones and Seymour Smidt, the Study's Associate
Directors, Donald Fenerstein and .Tames Halpern, its Chief Counsels,
Keith Johnson, the Study's Assistant Director, and their staff of
economists, attorneys, computer specialists and support personnel.
They brought to th'e work not only talent but devot.ion. They made
possible the conduct of a large undertaking on a comparatively short
time schedule. ",'Te also are grateful for the contributions of many
persons in the regular divisions and offices of the Commission. In
addition, the Commission wishes to express its appreciation to the
Advisory Committee, 4 members of the financial community, the sel~
regulatory a~encies, the Federal Reserve Board, the Federal DepOSIt
Insurance Corporation, the National Bureau of Economic Research
and the numerous private instit.utions and firms who gave so generously of their time and resources in assisting the Study in this
important effort.
During the coming months the Commission will proceed along the
lines indicated in this letter. ",Ve have not attempted to state conclusions and recommendations here as to relatively minor matters or
details that follow from the initial conclusions aild recommendations
• A copy of the letter dntp.d lIIarch 1, 1971 of the Addsory Committee to the Commission
Is nttnched to this letter of transmittal.
53-940 0-71-pt. 8 - 3
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stated above. The Commission will submit specific proposed legislative language to carry ont those initial recommendations that require
legislation. As the Commission gives fmther consideration to the
results of the Study and such supplementary and additional inquiries and analyses as we determine to conduct, we expect to reach
additional conclusions and may make additional recommendations
in further communications to the Congress.
By direction of the Commission:
RICHARD B. S"U'I'H, Oommi88~one1'.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE INSTITUTIONAL
INVESTOR STUDY
MARCH 1, 1911.
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION,

Washington, D.O.
DEAR SIRS: The Joint Resolution of Congress dated July 29, 1968
which authorized the Institutional Investor Study provided that "The
Commission shall also consult with an advisory committee which it
shall establish for the purpose of advising and consulting with the
Commission on a regular basis on matters coming within the purview
of such Study."
The Commission appointed the members of the Advisory Committee on January 21,1969 and the Committee held its first meeting with
the Commission on March 21, 1969. Subsequently, alternate members
were selected in order to provide continuity as well as a broader base
of experience for the Commission and its staff to draw upon.
The Committee met monthly and, in the later stages of the Study,
more frequently with the Study's special staff and Commissioner
Smith in Washington. During the early months the Committee discussed with the staff the question of appropriate areas for the Study's
inquiries and participated in the review of various drafts of the Study
outline.
Subsequently, the Committee advised on the composition of an extensive series of questionnaires used to gather the data which provided
the bas'is for many of the Study's findings. At the request of tJhe staff,
separate industry technical committees were formed and met frequently with staff members to assist in making the questionnaires
clear and precise and in avoiding excessive burdens on respondents.
Many Committee members then assisted in urging the thousands of
institutional investors and broker-dealers who were questioned to
respond promptly and completely to the questionnaires. Respondents
did cooperate, providing the staff with data representing the equivalent
of more than 800,000 IBM cards. Throughout this period the Committee also assisted the Study staff, who had been chosen largely from
the academic community, in arranging interviews with a broad crosssection of the industry leaders.
As chapter drafts 'began to emerge from the Study staff, the Committee organized itself into sub-committees of two or three members
to advise individual chapter authors. During the final weeks of
preparation and review these sub-committees met with members of the
Commission, as well as with the Study staff, to discuss the content of
the individual chapters.
Finally, during the week of February 15, 1911, the Committee was
given the opportunity to review and comment ,to the Commission on
a tentative draft of the Commission's letter of transmittal of the
report to Congress.
(XXXV)
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Unfortunately, t.he time pressures on t.he st.aff, t.he Commission and
t.he Commit.tee were very great. It was not. possible for t.he full Committee, or in some cases t.he assigned sub-committee, to study the final
text of most chapters before- the deadline for comment. Because of the
time-consuming process of gathering, collating, and analyzing the vast
amounts of statistical data, there has also been relat.ively little time
for assessing the rrature and extent of problems or considering soluti~
.
Under the circumstances, alt.hough the sub-committees are believed
to have been helpful in avoiding inaccuracies and misinterpretations,
the Committee members cannot now either accept or reject all the
descriptions, statements and inferences set forth in the Study. Although most members would probably find themselves in agreement
with many of the major findings, some or all might disagree with
certain inferences and conclusions drawn from the data.
The Study has represented an interesting and useful approach involving interaction among a regulatory agency, a research team drawn
largely from the academic community and an outside advisory group
experienced in the areas being studied. There is no question that the
Study !:tad been 'a very worthwhile undertaking. A great void of statistical data has previously existed in areas to which the Study addressed
itself. New data now are available to support further study and policy
recommendations.
The Committee wishes to emphasize its conviction that time is now
required to analyze fuUy the extensive data produced by the Study,
to appraise its findings properly and judiciously and to give considered judgment to possible courses of action.
The Committee particularly supports what it understands to be
the Commission's view that it should be empowered to require institutional investors to submit significant information on their holdings
and transactions in securities over which they have investment authority on a ret:!ular, continuing basis, w'ith due regard, of course, to
duplication and burden. Such information will make possible the continuing identification of potential problems and the analysis of possible solutions.
The Advisory Committee would like to make it clear that, while its
advice was freely sout:!ht and freely t:!iven, the Study was a Securities
and Exchan!re Commission study and the final -report is a Commission
report and does not. bear the Advisory Committee's unqualified stamp
of approval. This is not to say that the Committee disapproves of the
report. Any study of this magnitUde cannot be either approved or disapproved as a whole.
We are grateful for the opportunity to have assisted the Commission
in the Study so far, and we look forward to participatint:! in the
future. The Committee is pleased to have been asked by the Commission to continue in existence and to be available to offer its advice as
further policy recommendations are considered in the months ahead.
Very truly yours,
JOHN C. WHITEHEAD, Ohai'N1U1lfl"
(For the committee).
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Chapter I
BACKGROUND, SCOPE, AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY
1.

BASIC STRUCTURE

A study of institutional investors not limited to a single class of institution, a single type of portfolio or a relatively narrow set of public
policy issues must recognize and deal with interrelationships among
competing types of institutions, with important customers and suppliers and with the markets in which both institutions and individuals
operate. Ot!herwise, such a study would be too narrowly confined to
provide a basis for understanding the more fundamental economic
developments raising policy issues before regulatory and legislative
bodies.
Balance, of course, is required. Greater extensiveness or comprehensiveness can be obtained within given resource limitations only at
the cost of lessened depth in some of the areas covered. As the current
study's legislative background indicates, all initial pressures were
toward greater coverage and comprehensiveness. Conscious decisions
by the Study were necessary, therefore, to focus attention primarily on
equity rather t.han debt market.s and on the larger t.ypes of institutional
investors such as banks, insurance companies and investment advisers
rat.her t.han on smaller, but occasionally more colorful t.ypes of funds.
Some relaxation in t.hese self-imposed rest.rictions was, of course,
possible. Inst.itutional activity as holders of debt securities is considered at least tangentially, and both hedge funds and offshore funds do
receive separate treatment. By far the greater portion of the Study's
resources remains concentrated, however, on the role of the largest
types of financial institutions as equity investors.
Given these basic limitations, an attempt was made to design as
comprehensive a study as possible of institutional investors and their
impacts on securities markets and corporate issuers. Toward this end
a number of alternative conceptual structures could be envisioned.
One could, for ex<tmple, focus on institutions and treat savings flows
channeled through institutional hands as the raw material out of which
transactions are translaterl into market impacts, and holdings into
a basis for influence or control over portfolio companies. Alternately,
olle could focus on the savings-investment process. The process begins with savers as sources of capital and ultimate holders of wer.lth
and ends with portfolio companies as appliers of this capital
and operators of the resulting physical assets. In between, institutional
investors act as agents for the holding and management of intermediate (financial) assets, providing diversification and certain legal
and administrative services, while markets serve as the place whe~e
assets arc valued, trading is facilitated and capital is allocated (ultImately) among alternative uses through the pricing mechanism.
(1)
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Neither of these perspectives is entirely without merit. Both emphasize the primary importance not of the institutions or markets
t~e.mselves, b~lt their impacts on ~he manner ill which savings are mo~llIze~, arpl~ed a!ld controlled III a highly .developed and increaslllgly lllstItutlOnnhzed market economy. Each IS comprehensive in that
it covers each of the links between institutional investors and households, secondary markets, primary markets and corporate issuers.
In a practical sense either can be decomposed into four major
sectors for separate, analytic treatment:
. Aggregate analyses of national savings and wealth, highlightlllg flows of funds to and through the financial sector and its component institutional categories.
Analyses of institutional investors themselves, emphasizing
the~r role and behavior as managers of large, e(luity oriented portfolIos.
Analyses of institutional trading and its impacts on the nation's securities markets and securities industry.
Analyses of direct impacts by institutional investors Oll corpOI·ate issuers, as sources of new equity financing, and as largc
and influential shareholders.
Each of thesb major areas can, of course, be further broken dowll
into specific research objectives. The chapters of the Study fo11ow this
pattern.
2. DETAILED STUDY DESIGX
PART ONE:

~ACKGROUND,

STUDIES OF INSTITUTIONAL INVES'l'OHS AND
CORPORATE S'1'OCK (CHS. II, III)

An attempt is made to place in historical perspective later detailed
studies of the recent behavior of financial institutions as equity investors. Long-term trends in the savings behavior and asset holding
preferences of households, growth in the financial sector as a wholc,
growth in the size and pOItfolio composition of major types of institutional invcstors, as well as trends in the financing patterns of nonfinancial corporations, all are traced in varying degrees of detail back
to the turn of the century and before.
Substantial improvements in the scctorization of national accounts
are provided for the period fo11owing 1952, permitting more detailed
analyses of factors that affect the supply and demand for corporate
securities, and relationships between the market value of these secm·ities and that of underlying physical assets.
Chapter II considers long-term trends from the turn of the century
until 1952; chapter III continues and expands upon these themes
through the richer body of data available for the period 1952 to 1968.
PART TWO: IXSTITUTIONS AS IXV},STl\IEX'l' l\IAXAGEHS
(CHS. IV-IX)

This portion of the Study begins with an effort to distinguish between institutional investors or lllstitutional managers and the funds
they administer. This distinction, which seldom has been recognized
in the past, is maintained throughout. Thus, investment advisers,
bank trust departments and insurance companies are considered as
major classes of institutional managers, while mutual funds, personal
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trust funds, personal agency or counseling accounts, employee-benefit
funds, college endowments and foundations are considered as accounts
01' portfolio types to be managed. Primary focus is on institutional
managers and the aggregates of funds under their management, although separate chapters also deal with certain of the portfolio types
nUlIutged and with characteristics of portfolio holdings across managerial and account categories.
An attempt is made to obtain uniformity of treatment across chapters for such basic clements of information as the size distribution of
finns within institutional categorics, the number, size, types, growth
and distribution of assets in accounts managed by each institutional
type, as well as fees charged and portfolio turnover for the various
types of accounts and managers studied. Surveys of legal, regulatory
or tax considcrations that affect the growth and operatIOn of financial
institutions and portfolio types also are provided when such factors
appear to be of special importance.
'1'he effect on behavior as portfolio managers of affiliations between
specific types of financial institutions and other types of firms also is
examined; thus, relationships between bank trust and commercial opemtions, insurance company sepamte accounts and geneml accounts,
and affiliations by investment advisers with various types of financial
institutions and securities firms are examined.
Chapters IV through VI consider the major types of institutional
managers, investment advisers, bank trust departments and insumnce
companies, respectively. Chapter VII examines offshore funds and
chapter VIII looks at major types of institutional portfolios, while
chapter IX focuses its attention on the distribution of portfolio holdings across major categories of institutional managers and portfolios.
PART THREE: I1\IPACTS OF INSTITUTIONAJ~ INVESTING ON SECURITIES
l\IARKETS (OHS. X-XIII)

This portion of the Study attempts to determine the impact on price
volatility, market structure and the securities industry of absolute
increases in the total volume of institutional trading and changes in
its character during recent years. It contains four chapters.
Chapter X deals with two major topics: the extent and price impacts
of net trading imbalances (sometimes referred to as parallel trading)
a.mong institutional investors as a group, and the volume, characteristics, and price impacts of institutional position changes over periods
of up to :3 months in duration.
Chapter XI studies the growth of block trading over time, its
mechanics on various exchanges, and in the over-the-counter market,
its price impacts and day-to-day variations in its frequency. Particular
emphasis is placed on dealer participation by New York Stock Exchange specialists, block positioning firms, and third market makers,
as well as public participation in blocks traded.
Chapter XII examines the effects of institutional trading on the
market making function, by relating the volume and composition of
both total and institutional trading to dealer inventories, price volatility, and the profitability of market making. Economic incentives by
New York Stock Exchange specialists to assume or refrain from
assuming the large positions resulting from institutional activity are
analyzed in some depth ..
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Chal?ter XIII considers the impact of institutional trading on the
securitIes industry. It examines the services offered to banks, investment advisers, insurance companies, and other institutional investors
by securities firms and the manner in which business is allocated to
these firms by the various types of institutions. The period following
1968 is exammed to assess the impact on both institutions and brokerdealers of recent changes in commission rates and Exchange rules.
Differences in the profitability of securities firms serving institutional
investors and the general public, as well as incentives for the integration of brokerage and management functions, are examined.
PART FOUR: IMPACTS OF INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ON CORPORATE ISSUERS
(CHS. XIV, XV)

This portion of the Study deals with two avenues through which institutional investors may have direct impacts on the companies whose
shares they hold. The first is through participation in new issues of the
companies' securities, the second is through the role of institutional investors as large and influential shareholders in portfolio companies.
Each is treated in a separate chapter.
Chapter XIV considers institutional participation in the financing
of corporations through direct participation in first. public offerings
by new issuers and through private placements of corporate securities.
The amounts of such securities purchased, the characteristics of issuing corporations and the circumstances under which purchases take
place all are examined; analyses also are conducted of the types of accounts for which new issues are purchased, their holding periods and
rates of return.
Chapter XV considers the legal and regulatory environment governing relationships between institutional investors and portfolio·
companies, the extent to which the shares of particular companies are
concentrated in the largest institutional portfolios, the nature and extent of institutional participation in corporate affairs through voting,
consultation and personnel ties, the extent to which institutions are
linked to portfolio companies through other business relationships and
the role of financial institutions in transfers of corporate control.

Chapter II
DEVELOPMENT OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AS INVESTORS IN CORPORATE STOCK UP TO THE POSTWAR PERIOD
1.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter and the one which follows are summaries of the much
more extensive treatment of this material contained in The National
Bureau of Economic Research's Institutional Investors and Oorporate
Stock: A Background Report (R. W. Goldsmith et. al., 1970). This
document, hereafter cited as NBER Report, was prepared for the Institutional Investor Study and is printed as Supplementary Volume 1
of the Study. It provides the statistical background necessary for assessing the role of both corporate stock a,nd of institutiona'l investors in
the American economy since the mid-19th century. New estimates are
presented of the value of several classes of assets and of the portfolios
of several categories of institutions, and an attempt is made econometrically to relate relat.ive yields and general indications of economic activity to decisions by corporations to issue securities, decisions by
households to purchase these securities directly or through intermediaries, and decisions by financial institutions to pur-:::hase stock and other
assets.
The statistical improvements and the bulk of the analysis pertain
to the peri cd 1952 through 1968 covered in chapter III of the Study.
This period is characterized by a much richer data base than is the
period which precedes it. Although flow of funds estimates exist for
the entire post- 1Y-orld 1Var II period, the quality of the data before
1952 is inferior to that after 1952. Furthe,rmore, the inclusion of the
1946-51 years of demobilization, of post-war adjustment, and then
of renewed warfare in Korea introduces some distortions which make
analysis more difficult. The NBER Report does, however, assemble
some historical data from previous Bureau studies in order to place
more recent events in a longer time perspective. The remainder of
this chapter is devoted to a summary of this historical material. Chapter III examines the years since 1952 in more detail and recapitulates
the general findings and conclusions of the NBER Report.

2.

THE GROWTH OF NATIONAL ASSETS SINCE

1900

In 1900 the United States had tangible assets vallled at $88 billion;
by 1968 the value of land, buildings, and equipment was estimated
at $3,140 billion. A portion of this growth in the value of assets is,
of course, attributable to the increased prices of all types of wealth,
particularly the price of land. Another portion of this growth is the
replacement value of physical assets reqUIred merely to keep pace with
(5)
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increases in population; simply to keep each member of the labor
force endowed with as much capital in 1968 as in 1900 would have required considerable investment. Most of the total increase in the value
of tangibles, however, has made the nation's per capita endowment
of real capital much larger than it was in the earlier years of American economic history and thus, directly or indirectly, has contributed
to increases in income and output per capita experienced during the
century.
CapItal accumulation was dependent, to some extent at least, on
the particular set of financial institutions, arrangements, and instruments which existed. Over the same time period the stock of financial
assets has grown from $59 billion to $3,900 billion; thus, in 1900 the
value of the paper claims on the nation's stock of real assets amounted
to only 65 percent of the value of real assets. By 1968, however, the
economy had issued paper worth more than 130 percent of the value
of its underlying tangibles. This reflects both the growth of external
financing and the role of financial institutions as intermediaries between savers and the accumulators of tangible assets.
It is useful to consider briefly some of the links between the nation's so-called paper and real economies, using the financial history
of the United States before 1952 as illustrative material. The data
presented, while too fragmenta.ry to permit conclusions as to ca.usH.tion
about the role of the financial system in the economic growth of the
country, do reflect the fact that shifts in the composition of wealth
( occurring both through price movements and through changes in the
commitment of new investment funds) have been accommodated by
the set of instruments and institutions which developed simultaneously during the period. For example the rise in residential relative to
nonresidential construction in the private sector was facilitated by
the growth in savings and loa.n associations. The steady decline in
the debt of nonfinancial sectors and the increased share of the debt
and equity issues of financial institutions indicate that intermediation was increasing, thus implying higher rates of capital formation
and growth than would have been available in their absence.
3.

INSTITUTIONS AND THE STOCK MARKET,

1860-1952

In the first half of this century, the issuance of equity securities was
never a major source of financing or even a major source of external
financing for U.S. corporations. New issues constitute a small fraction
of the amount outstanding in any year; thus the role of institutions or
individuals in the equity financing of corporate business is more likely
to take the form of participation in t.he secondary market. Trading in
existing securities does permit investors to change the composition
of their portfolios so as to be able to acquire new issues in excess of
their inflows of new money. The valuations placed on the corporation's earnings by the securities markets also determine the terms on
which corporations can issue new shares or add to the equity of existing shareowners by retaining earnings. In order t.o assess the impact
of institutional shareholdings on the market for stocks and on the
savings and investment 'decisions of the economy as a whole, one must
look at their role both in terms of outstanding securities and in terms
of purchases of net new issues.
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A comparison of institutional net purchases and corporate net issues
serves to indicate the extent to which control over outstanding shares
is being passed from individuals to institutions or the reverse. Until
1945 instItutions never absorbed more than 15 percent of the net issues
of shares. These data have little to say about the price impact of such
purchases except to indicate that the supply always was lllcremented
by a greater amount through net new issues than was institutional
demand; that there was greater institutional participation in the
1923-29 boom period, particularly among investment companies,
than either before or after until 1945; and that another relatively
high institutional demand occurred during the low-issue years of
'World War II. In the immediate post-war period, howev~r, institutional"net purchases amounted to almost 40 percent of corporate net
issues; investment companies, pension funds and life insurance companies contributed to the demand in almost equal degrees. Net issues,
while higher than they had been during the depression and war, were
less than they had been during the 1920's.
Despite the rising share of institutional purchases in the increment
to the value of corporate shares outstanding, institutional holdings
per se were not so large as to give them general dominance of the
secondary market. The holdings of institutions other than personal
trust funds actually declined as a percentage of the value of all stock
outstanding from 1860 until 1922, the rate of decrease in the early
years of this century b2ing more impressive than that for the late 19th
century. Reasons for this are several in number. Commercial banks
and mutual savings banks had begun to lose interest in stocks; life
insnrance companies were constrained by regulation of their portfolio
policies; the day of the investment company was not yet at hand; and
the volume of new issues was relatively large.
The stock market boom of the 1920's was accompanied by a dramatic
increase in the institutional share of the market, as investment companies in particular increased their holdings. The increases of the
depression and war years reflected the low volume of new issues during the period as well as a policy of acquisition on the part of property
insurance companies, investment companies, and pension funds. Immediately after World ""Val' II the growth in institutional shareholdings again was considerable; it resulted from the large relative
growth of institutional types with heavy commitments to stocks and
from an apparent shift in the investment policies of insurance companies. The estimates for personal trust funds are of questionable
reliabilitv; if they are included. the institutional share is, of course,
larger. The periods of greatest increase were the years 1880 to 1922
and the decade of tlhe Great Depression, although the entire period
showed a transfer of shareholdings from individual to institutional
mttnagement.
Institutional attention, however, has not been devoted equally to
all issues. Institutions in 1949 held a larger share of stocks listed on
the New York Stock Exchange than they held of stock in general.
This has probably been true since the 1920's, although no estimates
are available to settle the issue; it was probably not the case in the
19th and early 20th centuries, since there was much institutional
holding of unlisted bank stocks during this period. Some individual
53-940 0-71-pt. 8--4
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issues also are more likely than others to have been held by institutions.
Thus, by 1952 institutions had already become a potentially important force in the stock market. This came about partly through
the relative growth of institutions more heavily dependent on equities
in their portfolio, and partly from apparent changes in the investment
policies of institutions. In addition, corporations already had begun
to rely less heavily on the equity market for new financing. Subsequent
developments are examined in chapter III.

Chapter III

ROLE OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AS INVESTORS
IN CORPORATE STOCK IN THE POST-WAR PERIOD
1. OVERVIEW, 1952-68
This chapter is a condensation of the much more extensive treatment
of financial developments since 1952 contained in the NBER Repo'f't.
After a brief overview of such structural changes as can be observed
in the national and sectoral balance sheets, the chapter considers corporate financing patterns, household savings decisions, and the portfolio
policies of financial institutions.
Chapter II concluded with the suggestion that by 1952 there were
already under way several developments which, if they persisted, could
lead to institutional dominance of the stock market through holdings,
alone. Section A of chapter III is devoted to examining the role of
institutions in the equity market within the broader framework of the
shifts among sectors in the ownership of all tangible and financial
assets. It also places new equity issues in the context of total credit
ffows within the economy over the period.
An examination of sectoral balance sheets, as well as of total national
assets over the period, indicates that financial assets increased more
rapidly than did real assets both in total and for most sectors; that
financial institutions hold an increasing share of these assets, and, in
particular, that they hold increasing shares of those aSSf\ts whose relative importance is increasing. They have acquired the funds to do so
in large measure from households which have elected to hold time
deposits and claims on personal trusts and on life insurance and pension reserves. Over the same period, corporate shares replaced proprietor's equity as the major equity investment of households. Tangible
assets grew mOre rapidly in the corporate than in the noncorporate
sector, but the value of shares grew even more rapidly.
In order to discover possible links between the growth of financial
institutions and the rapid appreciation in the value of corporate shares
during the 1960's, it is necessary to examine transactions in real and
financial assets during the period.
The shares of funds raised in credit markets accounted for by equity
and by long-term debt issues has declined steadily over the post-war
period. Bank loans and other short-term credit have provided an increasing share of financing. Thus the role of the commercial banking
system in supplying credit has grown while that of nonbank financial
institutions has been reduced, on a relative basis.
(9)
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2.

CORPORATE FINANCE

One of the phenomena which chapter II associated with the possible institutionalization of the stock market was the diminishing reliance of corporations on new equit.y issues as a source of funds. This
financing behavior has apparently persisted; indeed corporate choices
of financing vehicles seem relatively insensitive to interest rates and
are much more influenced by the non price aspects of credit avaihtbility. This seems to be true for broarl subsectors of the aggregate as
well. Section B of this chapter is addressed to these matters.
Other. channels by which the stock market might affect corporate
financing decisions were hypothesized and some evidence was examined. While there are differences among broad industrial groups in
the extent to which equity financing is used, the limited disaggregation employeq. here does not qualify the previous paragraph substantially. Dividend payout rates (as a proportion of earnings and capital
consumption allowances) have changed little over quite a long period
of rising stock markets. Finally, the separation of straight debt from
convertibles issues provides some suggestive, although inconclusive,
results.
3.

HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS DECISIONS

A second tendency observed in chapter II was the more rapid growth
of those institutions displaying a weater interest in equity securities,
whose fortunes are thus more closely dependent on events in the
stock market. illtimately, the rate at which a financial intermediary
grows depends in large part on its ability to attract funds from savers.
Thus it is necessary III assessing the prospects for institutionalization
of the stock market to explore the savings habits of households and to
relate individual preferences for direct versus intermediated asset
holdings. Short-run increases in income lead to increases in the share
of income devoted by households to the acquisition of financial assets.
Higher interest rates also encourage such financial saving. There also
has developed a tendency for individuals to prefer indirect to direct
equity holdings. Section C of this chapter discusses household saving
and asset holdings. Households have substituted corporate for proprietors equity, have shifted into short-term claims, and have exhibited
a preference for intermediated rather than direct holdings of longterm assets (which include equities). Nevertheless, disintermediation
can occur, as it did when retttrns to direct ownership of debt rose relative to those available indirectly in the debt market.
Within the household sector one can observe differences in portfolio composition which are related to the age and wealth of the individual. The older and more affluent are more likely to devote a
substantial fraction of their portfolio to direct stock holdings, while
equity in life insurance and in pension fund reserves are more important for the younger and less well-to-do. This suggests that there
are distributional aspects involved in assessing institutionalization of
the stock market which are not completely captured by focusing on'
the share of "individuals" and "instItutions" in corporate stock outstanding.
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4.

INSTITUTIONAL PORTFOLIOS

A third development explored in chapter II was the shift in institutional portfolio preferences toward equity holdings. This too
seems to lutve persisted, and indeed intensified, during the late 1960's.
This shift appears to have been the result, in some cases, of a belated
adjustment to the fact that equity yields have been considerably
higher than have debt yields during the post-war period. Section D
of chapter III gives a brief introduction to these developments which
are reported on extensively in Part Two of the Study.
The NEED RelJ01't found little in the way of econometric explanation for the observed investment policies of the financial institutions
and portfolio types discussed. There does seem to have been a decline
in the willingness of savers to entrust new money to the more conservative managers of long-term portfolios; furthermore, movements
by households into and out of time deposits ill response to yield spreads
indicates that individual investors have become relatively yield conscious. These facts, joined with the relaxation of many of the restrictions on institutional portfolio composition in the early 1960's, and a
growing inventiveness on the part of the financial system, created a
suitable climate for the changes observed during the period since
1965. There does appear to have been a commitment on the part of
most institutions to acquire stock. During the latter part of the period they were joined by heavy foreign demand. The only source
of supply other than new issues, of course, was net selling by households, as foreign investors also were net purchasers of corporate stock
during the period.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

While the trends first discussed in chapter II did indeed persist
throughout the post-war period, these forces had not, by the end of
1968 at least, succeeded in driving individual investors out of the
equity ma.rket. Corporations have continued to find channels of financmg other than equity issues; financial institutions have continued
to acquire stock more rapidly than corporations have supplied it.
Those classes of institutions and portfolios which have grown most
rapidly have been those with the greatest commitment to the equity
market, and over the period households ha.ve continued their shift
toward intermediated rather than direct holdings of equity securities.
Yet, institutions have not increased appreciably their share of stock
outstanding over the period since the mid- to late-1950's.
Individuals have held around 70 percent of outstanding corporate
stock since the late 1950's, even though they have been net sellers during much of that same period. These facts suggest that the securities
which individuals have retained or purchased have appreciated more
rapidly than have those which were held or purchased by institutions.
'While such an investment strategy increases vulnerability to large
losses in declining markets, it also leads to 'better than average rgains
during rising markets. Thus, individual direct investors have performed better than the market as a whole and better than institutions
as a group on a total return basis over the rising market that charactel'lzes most of the period. In addition, some of these institutional
portfolios represent the intermediated equi:ty holdings of individuals
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who!'", onnortunities for direct participation in the stock market
are limited by wealth, income, or other circumstances.
Finally, the market value of corporate stock was substantially lower
during the decade of the 1950's than estimates of the market value of
underlying real assets. By the mid-1960's, however, this differential
had been eliminated and during the httter half of the decade was reversed. The legacy of low price-earnings ratios and low interest rates
which persisted well into the 1960's made equity a relatively costly
source of funds for corporations. These same circumstances also provided an incentive for institutional portfolio managers to avail themselves of the higher returns available in the equity market.
Rising interest rates over the last few years and the rising stock
market which, for a while, accompanied these rates changed many of
the price relationships to which J?articipants in the capital markets
had become accustomed. CorporatIons lately have begun to issue relatively more equity securities than they had over prior decades. Individuals in search of higher returns moved funds from those institutions
to which they had traditionally entrusted their savings when yield differentials of sufficient size developed. Faced for the first time in many
decades with disiiltermediation and increased mobility of investible
funds by households and corporate savers alike, the managers of
large institutional portfolios necessarily became more conscious of
rates of return, or investment performance, than had previously been
the case.

INTRODUCTION TO PART Two: INSTITUTIONS AS INVESnIENT MANAGERS
A.

INSTITUTIONAL MANAGERS AND l\IANAGED PORTFOLIOS

Part One (chs. II and III; NBER report) has examined long-term
trends in thb structure of national balance sheets and flows of funds
through financial institutions. Broad changes in the composition of ~he
financial asset holdings of major financial institutions and portfolIos
1m ve been traced. Part Two (chs. I,V through IX) examines in greater
detail the recent organization and behavior of those institutional managers !tcti ve in the equity securities market.
In performing this analysis the Study has attempted to mainta.in a
clear distinction between the institutional managers, on the one hand,
and, on the other, the institutional 'portfolios being managed. The
principal institutional managers are studied. They are investment
advisory firms (ch. IV), bank trust departments (ch. V) and insurance companies (ch. VI). Certain substantial portfolios, including some pension and profit-sharing plan assets and educational and
foundation endowments, are not externally managed but rather are
administered by personnel of the funding employer, or officers or affiliated persons of the educational institutions and foundations. These
"self-administered" portfolios are examined in chapter VIII and compared to similar portfolios managed by bank trust departments and
investment advisory firms.
Among the types of managed portfolios considered in Part Two are
various commingled funds, such as mutual funds and hedge funds
(ch. IV), offshore funds (ch. VII), common trust funds (ch. V),
pooled employ,ee-benefit funds (ch. V) and life insurance and proJ?erty and lIabIlity insurance company investment accounts (ch. VI).
Also examined are various management or advisory accounts (chs.
IV and V), personal trusts (ch. V), endowments and foundations
(ch. VIII), and retirement plans (ch. VIII). The distribution and
characteristics of common stocks held in portfolios of institutions are
considered in chapter IX.
In general, the Study selected institutional and portfolio g;roups for
amtlysis because they were: (1) lavge holders of equity securities, (2)
active traders of equity securities, or (3) had displayed the potential
interest and ability to become significant factors in equity security
markets. Thus, hank trust departments and investment advisory firms
qualified because they constItute the largest classes of institutional
asset managers investing significantly in equity securities. Among the
portfolios studied, corporate pension benefit plans and investment
companies are the largest investors in common stock. Offshore funds
(ch. VII) and hedge funds (ch. IV) receive attention because of their
propensity to tmde equity securities actively. Life insurance companies and State and local government retirement systems qualify as
institutions and portfolios respectively because of the magnitude of
the a~set~ under their control and their developing interest in equity
securIty lI1vestments. 1
1 Among managers and portfolios excluded from
the Study's coverage are mutual
savings banks, which have modest common stock Investments, law firms, which manage
or Ildvlsc a substantial, but unknown, amount of funds, religiOUS organizations and
brokerage accounts where (even when transactions are discretionary or solicited) no
direct compensation for Investment advice Is assessed.

(13)
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An approximate measure of the assets and common stock which
came under the Study's purview is provided in Tables 1 and 2. These
Tables attempt to classify assets (and common stock) under management by both type of manager and type of portfolio. This is a difficult.
task because of the process of financial 'integl11,tion that has developed
increasingly during recent years-that is, institutions moving mto
related actIvities have blurred conventional institutional category distinctions. Thus, for example, where insurance companies have acquired
control of investment advisory complexes it is not obvious whether
the mutual funds and other portfolios managed by the advisory complex should be regarded as managed by the insurance or by the mvestment advisory industry.2 Identification of portfolio managers also is
made difficult by the use of multiple advisers by some portfolios and
the wide variance in investment responsibility and discretion granted
by beneficial owners or controlling persons to some types of investment
managers. These pract.ices make some double countmg of assets unavoidable.
In order to provide a measure of the problems, T!l,bles 1 and 2 show
an estimate of the total assets for which investment advisory firms
provide investment advice or management and in parentheses the
portion of those assets over which investment advisers have sole investment discretion. The amount of assets managed exclusively by
investment advisers in each category is somewhere between the two
numbers ShO'Yll. A somewhat similar problem exists in bank-managed
accounts; a description of the extent of banks' investment discretion
is provided in chapter V for a sample of accounts from the 50 largest
bank trust departments. The amounts of insurance company assets
which also are counted elsewhere is believed to be relatively inconsequentia1. 3
Assets shown in Table 1 !tre estimated at market value, except for
the greater portion of the assets of insurance companies. Most assets
managed by insurance companies, other than common stock and assets
of registered investment companies, are valued at amortized cost. All
common stock estimates in Table 2 are at market value.
Tables 1 and 2 necessarily make some ad hoc allocations of assets
between common stock and debt securities. For example, a portion of
insurer-managed assets and common stocks is allocated to the interests
of employee-benefit plans. This is done by allocating insurers' general account assets to employee-benefit plans in the ratio of reserves
for these plans to total insurance reserves. All such allocations are detailed in footnotes to Tables 1 and 2.
Of the $714 billion total assets in 1969, shown in Table 1, about 44
percent are invested in common stocks. This proportion is reduced by
the large fraction of insurance company general account assets held
in debt securities. Excluding insurer assets, about 62 percent of the
remaining assets managed by insti,tutional types covered by the Study
are invested in common stock.
• In this case the Tables allocate these portfolios to the Investment ndvlsory Industry
and only assets of Investment companies which represent seJlnrnte Rccounts registered
under the Investment COlllpany Act of 1940 and mutual funds created by Insurers nre
counted as Insurer managed.
3 ChaJlter IV Jlrovldes estlmntes of the amount of Insurer assets receiving Investment
advice from Investment advisory firms.
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B. THE INSTITUTIONS DURING THE 1960'S: THEIR ACTIVITIES AND THE
ISSUES

In conducting its analyses of institutional organization and behavior
the Study was particularly conscious of several frequently mentioned
trends in institutional activity. These include the movement of some
institutions and portfolios into equity securities, the increased emphasis on investment performance accompanied by a greater willin~ness to
accept investment risks, and the process of financial integratIOn (or
diversification) .
The movement toward equities was especially prominent, for example, in life insurance company portfolios, pnmarily through the
development of equity separate accounts as funding media for pensionbenefit plans, and in state and local government retirement system
portfolios. Other types of portfolios whIch previously had held signifiC1Wt amounts of equity securities increased the proportion of their
common stockholdings. Part Two of the Study describes these movements and some of the pressures and incentives responsible for the
increased interest in equities.
Investment performance consciousness developed at a number of
levels. In some cases it meant that beneficial owners or other controlling interests came to recognize that professional investment management offered a possibilit.y of increasing investment return from what
previously had been essentin,lly unmanaged portfolios. In some cases,
performance consciousness meant a new concern with total investment
return, including realized and unrealized capital gains (losses) rather
than a focus upon current income, and investment policies were
changed accordingly. Financial pressures on some affected parties,
such as universities and other nonprofit institutions and employers
required to fund retirement benefits promised in collective-bargaining
agreements, led to their exercising closer scrutiny of investment managers, shifting portfolios to other investment managers and, in some
cases, splitting assets among several investment managers.
In order to appraise the investment results produced by these managers, an interest in better measures of performance evolved, and
much has been accomplished technically in developing such measures.
1Vherens some portfolio owners and managers have simply attempted
to increase investment return by increasing risk, others have been
conscious of risk-return relationship and some portfolio managers are
being evaluated on the basis of return adjusted for risk. Finally,
performance consciousness in some cases has been identified with very
active short-term trading, leveraging and speculation in equity issues
of thinly capitalized enterprises.
At each of these levels of performance consciousness it appeared
that an increased interest in investment return was accompanied by
increases in the turnover of equity security portfolios. These turnover rate increases were significant for many types of portfolios. In
Part Two, turnover rates during 1965 to 1969 are computed and
analyzed for a wide variety of institutional manager and portfolio
classes. For limited types of accounts it is possible to investigate the
relationship between realized investment performance, volatility and
turnover rates.
The process of financial integration began to have major effects
upon the structure and behavior of financial institutions during the
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1960's. Some institutions, such as commercial banks, have integrated
numerous financial services for many years. Even banks, however,
have desired to add additional services, such as commingled agency
accounts, and through holding companies have established affiliations
with investment advisory firms and insurance companies. Insurance
companies, in addition to placing greater emphasis upon the investment management of assets generated by insurance operations, have
affiliated with mutual funds and investment advisory firms. Some
brokers have expanded into the investment advisory and mutual fund
businesses. Part Two attempts to deal with some of the implications
of these developments.
One of the effects of financial integration is that it tends to create
or increase potential conflicts of interest and problems of equitable
treatment when many customers' investment and other financial needs
are being serviced. Potential conflict situations are created when institutions, through their asset management activities, (1) are simultaneously creditors to and shareholders in a corporation, (2) are brokers
and investment advisers, (3) accept deposits and manage portfolios,
or (4) offer insurance or other financial services and provide investment management.
The chapters include material bearing on these trends and issnes.
They explore the nature and intensity of competition among investment managers, economies of size realized at the manager or acco\llIt
level and the extent to which realized economies are passed on to
customers, the influence of other financial services offered by institutions upon investment selections, trading decisions and the viability
of competition among investment managers, and managerial policies
and practices developed to deal with conflict of interest fjueRtiolls.
Although data and information utilized in Palt Two were deriYe(l
from many sources, the primary source in each chapter was information obtained through the Study's questionnaires. These were of three
basic types: (1) survey questionnalres, (2) institutional "intrinsics"
questionnaires, and (3) portfolio or account questionnaires. Survey
questionnaires were utilized to establish some knowledge of the 1mlverse of institutions or portfolios where no satisfactory information
existed. Thus, one such questionnaire provided somethmg approaching a census of investment advisory firms. Another provided. a basi.s
for sampling bank trust department accounts, and other survey fjuestionnaires provided a census of large pension-benefit plans, state and
local government retirement systems and educational endowmentR.
Institutional intrinsic;' questionnaires were sent to bank trust depmtments, investment advisory firms, insurance companies and some
self-administered portfolios. These questionnaires elicited information
on the investment organization and structure of the managers, sprvicN,
offered, affiliations and other data intrinsic to the institutional class.
Account qnestionnaires produced data on individual acconnts, including detailed asset composition, holdings of individual efjuity secnrities,
purchases and sales of common stocks, management fees charged ana
other characteristics of the accounts. Some of these ltCCount samples
were drawn from the groups of managers-that is, from banks, investment advisory firms and insurance companies-and some from their
clients, the portfolio's beneficial owners-that is, from pension pll~.llS,
universities, foundations, etc. The structure of these questionnaIres
assured a substantial degree of uniformity in the treatment of these
data in each of the various chapters.

TABLE I.-TOTAL ASSETS OF PORTFOLIOS CLASSIFIEO BY MANAtER TYPE
(Oollars in millions-1969II
Portfolio type

Manager class

Foundation

Educational
endowment

Employee
benefot
plans

Insurance
accounts
other than
pensions or
mutual funds

Registered
investment
companies

Personal
trust and
estates

Personal
advisory
accounts

Other

Self-administered foundation _____________ . ___ ____ __ ____ __ _
• 15. 210 _______ . ___________________________________________ . _________ . ____________ . ____________ .. __ .. ____ _
• 4. 710 ___________________________ . ____________ . __________________________________________ _
Self-administered educational endowment. _______________ . __ . _______ __ __ _
(7.830)
•• 57.810 ______________ • __ .. _____ ._. ____ .. __ . ___ • __ . __ .... ____ ... ___ ___________
Self-administered employee benefit plan ______________________________________________ _
(73.080)
Property and liability insurance group ________ .... _________ _
(.)
(.)
(.)
( ' ) ' 48. 940
(.)
(.)
(.)
Life insurance company _________________________________ _
(.)
(.)
147.130
8149.810
• 680
(.)
(.)
Investment adviser 1.___________________________________ _
14.
21.420
5.660
19.600
4.110
63.280
(.)
'25.650
3• 860)
(2.540)
(4.330)
(380)
(57.040)
(9.620)
Bank _____________________ ...... __________________ .... _
23.650
1'2.430
II 81.120
(')
(.)
11122.180
(')
H 5.790

1

TotaL___________________________________________

1$ 20. 280

1$12.800

I. 205. 660

I Year.end data except for the investment adviser category which represents June 30. 1969_ All
assets at market value except insurance company assets most of which are valued at amortiZed cost.
Details may not add to totals due to rounding.
, Estimated using percentages derived from the study's data on management of large foundations
(see table VIII-I84)_ The self-administered category includes foundations whose principal assets is
the common stock of one firm and can be considered as requiring no investment management.
'Residual. The two figures represent limits for the range of assets that are presumed to be selfmanaged_ The maximum (figure in parentheses) is derived by subtracting bank-managed assets
and assets over which investment advisers report discretionary authority from the estimate of all
assets In the category_ The minimum figure is derived using all assets of investment advisers
regardless of investment discretion_
• None_
'Adjusted to eliminate the stockholdings of property and liability groups in affiliated insurance
companies_
• Not available_
I Estimated by applying the proportion of insured pension reserves to total reserves (37.900/158.550)
against total life insurance assets (197.208)_
8Residual.
, Represents only assets of mutual funds (413.000) or variable annuity separate accounts (264.000)
originated by insurance companies. not those management companies that have been acquired_

202.860
(199.130)

63.960
(57.720)

11122.180

1125.650
(9.620)

Total
• 15.210
• 4. 710
(7.830)
• 57.810
(73.080)

5b~

60.300
(49.680)

ApprOXimately 8.000.000 of recenlly acquired investment company assets have been considered here
&s managed by investment advisers_
I. Numbers in parentheses are discretionary assets reported by investment advisers and can be
considered the minimum of assets in each category_ (See instructions for form 1-5 in supplemental
volume II for the definition of discretionary assets_)
11 Includes personal trusts_
12 Estimated using a percentage derived from the study's data on bank management of large
educational endowments_ (See table VIII-148_)
.. Adjusted to take account of situations in which the bank neither has investment discretion nor
gives investment advice_ Fifteen percent and 8 percent reductions for employee benefit and personal
trust and estate accounts. respectlvely_ (See table V-7)_
I. Includes personal advisory accounts and some institutional agency accounts; includes some
accounts where the bank neither has investment discretion nor gives investment advice_
.. Estimated using techniques described in appendix III of supplementary volume I: NEBR report.
to Total emflOyee benefit plans estimated as the sum of three components: (1) insured plans of
all types (47. 33), (2) non Insured State and local plans (51,000), and (3) nOnlnsured corporate and
multiemployer plans (107,529). The noninsured corporate and multiemployer plans figure is the
SEC preliminary 1969 data for pension and profit-sharing plans (91,400, at market value) and an
estimate for other types of employee benefit plans such as. thrift plans. vacation plans. etc. (16,129).
Note: This table supersedes that printed in text of chapter 6.
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TABLE 2.-COMMON STOCK OF PORTFOLIOS CLASSIFIED BY MANAGER TYPE
(Millions, 1969 I)
Portfolio type

Manager class

Foundation

Educational
endowment

Employee
benelit
plans

Insurance
accounts
other than
pensions or
mutual funds

Registered
investment
companies

Personal
trust and
estates

Personal
advisory
accounts

Other

Total

~::t:~~I~I::;~:~ ~~uu~:i~~~i eiidow~eni: :::::: :::: ::: :::: .....'.!~~'.~~~."""j~: ~~;::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Self'administered employee benefit
Property and liability insurance group ••.•..•••..••••••...••
life insurance company •••.••••••••..••••.•.••.•••.•..•••
Investment adviser 10••••••••••..•••••.••••..•••• ' " " ' "
Bank..................................................
TotaL...........................................

(.)
(.)
• 1,070
'2,600

(4)
(.)
3,610
(I, 620)
12 1,540

"15,290

"7,720

2$11,620
• 2, 570
(4,550)
• $13, 390 .••.•...•••••.••••••••••••.••••.•••.•••.•••••••.•.••.•••.••.•••••.•.••
• 13,390
(20, 730)
(20, 730)
( ' ) ' $11, 720
(')
(.)
(.)
( . ) . 11,720
74,390
, 5,720
• $530
(.)
(.)
(.)
10,640
9,940
1,270
51,610
(')
11 $20,200
$7,760
95,470
~2, 600)
(200)
(47,960)
(7,650)
(2,470)
(63,580)
13 0,370
(.)
(')
13$81,360
(0)
"29,260
13165,140

I Year.end data except for the investment adviser category which represents June 30, 1969. All
common stock is reported at market value. Details may not add to totals due to ,ounding.
• Estimated using percentages derived from the study's data on management of the common stock
of large foundations (see table VI 11-189). The self'administered category includes foundations
whose principal holding is the common stock of one firm and can be considered as requiring no
investment management.
• Residual. The 2 figures represent limits for the range of common stock assets that are presumed
to be self· managed. The maximum (figure in parentheses) is derived by subtracting bank·managed
common stock and common stock over which investment advisers report discretionary authority
from the estimate of all common stock in the category. The minimum figure IS derived uSing all
common stock of all investment advisers regardless of investment discretion.
• None.
• Adjusted to eliminate the common stockholdings of property and liability insurance groups in
affiliated insurance companies.
e Not available.
7 Estimated using 2.700.000 of common stock reported in separate accounts (primarily employee
benefit plans) plus 1,690.000 estimated as general account common stock supporting general account
pension plan assets. The general account common stock aSSOCiated with pension plans is derived by
applying the proportion of general account pension reserves to total general account reserves (34.4001
155.050) to general account common stock (7,618).
! Residual.
• Estimated on the assumption that the common stock to total assets ratio of registered investment
companies originating with investment advisers (0.78) holds for registered investment companies
originated by life insurance companies. Approximately 6.000.000 of stock held in recenlly acquired
management companies have been considered here as managed by investment advisers.
10 Numbers in parentheses are common stockholdings over which investment advisers report they
have legal discretion. The instructions for form 1-5 in supplemental Vol. II defines legal discretion.
n Includes personal trusts.
12 Estimated using a percentage derived from the study's data on management of the common stock
of large educational endowments. (See table VIII-153.)

"78,100

1,8,710

(17,650)

52,140
(48,480)

81,360

20,200
(7,650)

37,020

(31,730)

310,550

(287,980)

13 Adjusted to take account of situations in which the bank neither has investment discretion nor
gives investment advice; 15 percent and 8 percent reductions for employee benefit and personal trust
and estate accounts respectively. (See table V-7.)
" Includes personal advisory accounts and some institutional agency accounts; includes some ac·
counts where the bank neither has investment discretion nor gives investment advice.
" Estimated using techniques described in app. II I of Supplementary Vol. I: N BER report.
" Total employee benefit plans estimated as the sum of three components: (I) insured plans of
all types (4.390). (2) noninsured State and local plans (5.827) and (3) noninsured private plans (67.·
882). The noninsured private plans figure is the SEC preliminary 1969 data for corporate and multiemployee pension and profit sharing plans (57.670 at market value) and an estimate for other types
of employee benefit plans (10.212).
Sources for t.bles 1 and 2:
1. Foundations: Supplemental Vol. I: NBER report app. III. Total assets data were extrapolated
from table A III-I, 5 and Ihe common stock was extrapolated from table A 111-3. 8.
2. Educational endowments: Supplemental Vol. I: NBER report. app. 111. Total asset and common
stock data were extrapolated from table A 111-5. 13.
3. Employee benefit plans: Insured plans. tnstitute of life Insurance. liIe Insurance Fact Book,
1970,38; noninsured State and local plans. Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
et al .. "Financial Assets and liabilities as of Dec. 31. 1969." "Row of FundS." statistical
release. May 15. 1970.2; nonin!ured corporate plans, Securities and Exchange Commission.
Office of Policy Research.
4. Property and liability insurance groups: A. M. Best Co., Best's Aggregates and AveragesProperty. and liability 1970. 1. 52. 152.
5. Life insurance companies: Institute of life Insurance. life Insurance Fact Book, 1970, 70, 84,85.
6. Investment advisers: Institutional Investor Study. ch. IV. table IV-I. Securities and Exchange
Commission. 35th Annural Report of the Securities and Exchange Commission. 125.
7. Banks: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. et aI., Trust Assets of Insured
Commercial Banks, 1969, table I, 5.
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Chapter IV
INVESTMENT ADVISORY COMPLEXES
1.

THE INVESTMENT ADVISORY INDUSTRY

As of December 1970, the industry was composed of approximately
3,500 advisory firms which provide professional investment advice
to a wide array of corporate, institutional, and individual clients. As
of June 30, 1969, assets under advisement ("advisory assets") totaled
$130 billion, of which $54 billion was held by registered open-end
investment companies ("mutual funds"). For the purposes of this
chapter, only those advisers with "investment advisory clients" ,have
been considered. Advisers whose sole service consists of issuing written reports which are distributed to a large number of clients are
excluded. Also specifically excluded were bank trust departments and
insurance companies, which are considered in other chapters of the
Study.
.
A. LEGAL AND REGULATORY PA'ITERN

With minor exceptions, the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 makes
it unlawful for any irivestment adviser, unless registered with the
Commission, to make use of the mails or any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce in connection with the adviser's business.
RegIstration under the. Investment· Advisers Act is accomplished by
filing with the Commission a form which contains certain information, primarily dealing with identification of management of the
firm. Thereafter the registered investment adviser becomes subject to
regulation governing his contracts, the maintenance and preservation
of specified books and records and other regulatory provisions relating to the conduct of his business. The Investment Advisers Act
prohibits fraudulent, deceptive and manipulative conduct, as well as
misstatements or omissions of material facts in any registration application or report required to be filed with the Commission. T,here is no
requirement in the Investment Advisers Act for the filing of financial
statements or periodic or other reports with the Commission by investment advisers. Hence, the Commission normally has no information as to certain types of important data concerning the investment
advisory industry.
Investment advisers which act exclusively for investment companies luwe been generally exempt from the Investment Advisers Act.
However, these investment advisers became subjeot to the Act under
amendments passed in 1970. They are also affected by the Investment
Company Act of 1940.
(19)
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B. SIZE AND GROWTH OF ASSETS

The study's data show that the largest single advisory category is
registered open-end investment companies. At .June 30, 1969, they
represented $54.7 billion of the $130 billion total, or 42 percent of
industry assets. Individual and personal trust accounts, while amounting to 82 percent of the number of accounts managed, represent only
20 percent of assets. Employee benefit plans, including State and
local retirement systems, are the rrext major category and represent
15 percent of total industry assets. '
The Study's data indicate a rapid rate of growth of assets under
advisement in a sample of 120 advisory firms for the 5-year period
1964-69. For large firms,t the 5-year rate of growth of total advisory assets was 14 percent per yel1,r. For small firms, the growth rate
was 19 percent per year. The fastest growing advisory account was
that of nonregistered investment companies other than offshore funds;
this categOl-y"is comprised mostly of private investment partnerships
("hedge funds"). While all small advisory complexes 2 as a whole
were growing at a yearly rate of 19 percent, nonregistered investment companies other t.han offshore funds advised in such complexes
were growing at l1, rate of 153 percent per year.
C. CONCENTRATION

o~'

ADVISORY ASSETS

Of the $130 billion of total advisory assets, 24 percent were concentrated in five advisory firms. The largest 25 firms advised 60 percent of assets; the top 50 firms advised 76 percent. Assets of registered open-end investment companies were found to be the most. highly
concentrated type of account among advisory firms. The top five advisory firms advised 35 percent of these assets, the top 25 firms 76 percent, and the top 50 firms 90 percent of mutual fund assets.
D. ORGANIZATIONAl, }'ORMS, AGE, AND AFFILIATIONS OF ADVISORY FIRMS

The predominant organizational form of investment advisers is
the corporation (approximately 70 percent of all firms). The average
age for all advisory firms in the Study's sample was 19 years. The
average age for small nonfund advisory complexes was 16 years,
which is substantially older than for small fund complexes which
averaged 3.5 years old. This difference reflects the surge of entries
into the mut.ual fund industry during the last half of the 1960's.
Fifty-nine percent. of fund coml?lexes and 24 pereent of nonfund
complexes in the Study's sample mdicated affiliations with brokerdealers. Thirty percent of large fund complexes indicated life insurance affiliations, while 36 percent indicated affiliations with nonlife-insurance companies. Interviews with large fund complexes indicated that this trend toward financial amalgamation had substantially accelerated in the latter half of the 1960's.
1 In the stntlstlcal datn In thlR chapter, nn ndvlsory firm was classified as "large" If It
provided advice for more thnn $100 m\llion of advisory assets as of December 31, Hl69.

All other ad"lson' firms were clnssified ns "small."

• In the statistical dnta In this chnpter, a "fllnd complex" I.. defined IlS nn advisory firm
where more thnn onc·thlrd of nssets being ndvlsed as of September 30. 1969, were representerl hy assets of registered Investment companies. All other advlRory firms were
claSSIfied as "nonfund complexes."
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To mcasure the significance of these affiliations, the advisers were
asked to indicate the percentage of their firm and the firm's desig1lltted affiliates' 1968 consolidated gross income that was derived from
various sOUl·ces. The two most significant sources of consolidated
gross income were investment advisory services and broker-dealer
functions (other than mutual fund distribution). For the total sample,
the average proportion of 1968 consolidated gross income from advisory services was 54 percent as against 30 percent for broker-dealer
functions. Small fund complexes received 62 percent of 1968 consolidated gross income from broker-dealer functions as opposed to 28
percent from advisory services. The remaining 10 percent of their
1968 consolidated gross income came from sources other than investment advisory ser\~lces and broker-dealer functions.
2.

CIIARACTF.RISTICS OF ADVISORY ACCOUNTS

Data were obtained from 42,118 advisory accounts of 158 large and
small advisory firms. Of the accounts in the sample, 320 were registered investment companies, 7,269 were institutional and corporate
accounts, and 34.529 were individuals or personal trusts.
The average advisory account is 8.4 years old. The average registered
investment company account is 14 years old, havting been founded in
] 956. Fifty-six' percent of all registered investment company accounts
were started in 1960 or later, with 34 percent having been started
between 1967 and 1969. Ninety percent of nonregistered investment
company accounts (for the most part offshore funds and hedge funds)
were stalted between 1960 and 1969, in an accelerating pace toward the
later years.
The average advisory account contained $2.6 million as of September 30, 1969. The largest account category was that of registered
investment companies, whose average account contained $173.8 million of assets. The smallest account category was individual and personal trusts which contained, on the average, $0.6 million of assets.
Approximately 48 percent of all registered investment company accounts had in excess of $50 million of assets; 9 percent had assets in
excess of $500 million.
The asset structure of the average advisory account at June ~O.' 1969,
was composed of 8 percent cash and short-term debt secuntles, 10
percent nonconvertible debt and preferred stock, 4 percent convertible debt and preferred stock, 77 percent common stock, and 1 percent
invested in other portfolios (such as mutual funds) advised by the adviser. Approximately two-thirds of all registered investment company
accounts held more than 70 percent of assets in the form of common
stock, and approximately 53 percent of all nonregistered. investment
company accounts held more than 80 percent of assets III the form
of common stock.
The adviser was asked to indicate whether the investment objective
for each adv'isory account was either: (1) maximal capital g!llin; (2)
growth; (a) growth/income; or (4) income. The typical advisory
nccount was reported to have a growth/income oriented investment
objective. Registered investment companies tend to have more growt.h
oriented objectives. Fifty-six percent of registered investment compnny accounts have either maximal capital gain or growth objectives.
Registered investment companies allow their advisers the greatest
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degree of investment discretion, with 75 percent indicating the adviser had sole investment authority. Institutional and corporate accounts were typically advised on a nondiscretionary basis.
It appears that the adviser places account portfolio orders for virtually all registered investment company clients. For other types of accounts, the adviser typically places a lower percentage of such orders.
For the Study's sample as a whole, approximately 65 percent of
brokerage business associated with advisory account securIties transactions was designated by the clients or was beyond the control of the
adviser due to the fact that he did not place orders for the purchase
and sale of securities. For registered investment companies the situation is the reverse. In 65 percent of these cases, the adviser was free
to allocate all of the brokerage business.
A. COMMON STOCK TUUNOVEU RATE

The turnover rate for the common stock portion of the typical
advisory account was found to be 21 percent per year. This varies
substantially by type of advisory account. Registered investment companies had an average turnover mte of 57 percent. The typical institutional and corporate account had a turnover rate of 23 percent while
the average individual and persona,] trust account had a turnover rate
of 20 percent.
Through the analytical tool of rl:lgression analysis, the Study was
able to ascertain the effect of various factors on account turnover mtes,
while holding other factors constant. Thus it appeared that, other
things being equal: (1) older accounts typically have lower turnover
rates; (2) accounts with more aggressive investment objectives experience higher turnover; (3) accounts where the adviser has sole authority to make portfolio changes tend to turn over more rapidly than
accounts for which the adviser has limited or no discretionary authority; (4) accounts of clients in high tax brackets have lower turnover
rates; (5) accounts which are advised by advisory affiliates of firms
doing a brokerage business tend to be turned over somewhat more
rapidly than accounts ad vised by advisers not so affiliated; and (6)
accounts advised in fund complexes tend to have substantially higher
turnover rates.
3. COMPETITION FOR ACCOUNTS-NEW AND TERMINATED ACCOUNTS

The average annual rate at which advisory clients move their
accounts is approximately 16 percent per year. Employee benefit
accounts show a higher than average mobility rate. Most advisers
profess to be unaware of the previous advisory relationships of their
new accounts. A substantial proportion of advisory accounts whose
previous adviser was identified came from bank advisers. Advisers
also claim to be largely unaware of the advisory status of their terminated accounts. Of the accounts for which designation was made,
the most prominent successor category is another investment advisory
firm.
Large advisory firms are more likely to have minimum asset and
minimum fee requirements for new accounts than small firms. The
data indicate that fund complexes have higher I?inimum asset and
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minimum fee requirements for their nonfund clients than do nonfund
complexes.
Only approximately 2 percent of the respondents to the Study's
questionnaire considered advertising to be very important in obtalliing new accounts or additional moneys for existing accounts in 1964
and 1969. More than half said that it was so unimportant that it was
never used. Direct mail promotional literature is less frequently used
than advertising. Since these types of promotional methods are among
the lowest cost promotional devices used by American business, the
reasons for this lack of usage may be regulatory constraints.
4.

ADVISORY ,FEES

This section presents an analysis of the advisory fees charged by
advisers to their various types of clients. The advisory fee ratIo was
computed by dividing the H)69 advisory fee by the total account assets
as of September 30, 1969, and expressing the result as a percentage.
By dividing the total fees by the total assets for the account types, a
dollar weighted average of fee ratios was obtained.
The average fee ratio for the total number of accounts was 0.46
percent of assets. On a dollar weighted basis the ratio is 0.28 percent
of assets. The same ratios for registered investment companies were
0.45 percent and 0.39 percent of assets. The average advisory fee ratios
for registered investment companies showed the strongest central
grouping, with 54 percent of funds with fee ratios behveen '0.4 percent
and 0.6 percent of assets. Individual and personal trust account fee
ratios were also highly concentrated, with 43 percent of accounts with
fee ratios between 0.4 percent and 0.6 percent of assets.
For 78 percent of all advisory accounts the adviser was compensated
through an advisory fee which was based on a percentage of the assets
under advisement. A further 17 percent of accounts compensated the
adviser through either a flat fee which did not depend on annual variation in account size and/or activity, or a combination of a flat fee
and a fee based on a percentage of assets. For registered investment
companies, 73 percent of advisory contracts provided for a percentage
of assets advised type of fee. A further 17 percent of registered investment companies had incentive fee arrangements, of which the
majority were based on the performance of the fund relative to a
market index.
With respect to the relationship of fee ratio to account size, it
appears that economies of scale exist for all types of accounts, and
that some savings are passed along to the investor via lower advisory
fees for large accounts. The results show, however, that substantially
greater reductions in fee ratios exist for individual and institutional
and corporate accounts than for investment company accounts. It
also appears that the average fee ratios for institutional 'and corporate
accounts are higher than for individual and personal trust accounts.
The Study employed regression analysis to analyze the impact of
certain exphtnatory factors on advisory fee ratios. The iUJlalysis indicated that, other things being equal: (1) the newer an account,
the higher the fee ratio; (2) accounts with more frequent valuations
involve a higher level of fee ratio; (3) an increase in the asset size
of the account is associated with a decrease in the average fee ratio;
53-940 0-71-pt. 8 - 5
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(4) more aggressive investment objectives are ·associated with higher
advisory fee ratios; (5) nondiscretionary accounts have lower advisory
fees ratIOs than accounts which are fully discretionary; (6) higher tax
bracket clients are charged higher fee ratios; (7) accounts advised
in a complex which is associated with a broker-dealer have lower advisory fee ratios than accounts not so advised; (8) accounts where
the adviser places purchase and sell orders most or all of the time have
higher advisory fee ratios; (9) accounts in which the client does not
designate brokerage tend to pay higher fee ratios; (10) accounts
managed in fund complexes tend to pay higher advisory fee ratios
than accounts in nonfund complexes; (11) turnover of the common
stock portion of the account's portfolio is associated with higher fee
ratios for all classes of accounts except investment companies, for
which the opposite effect is observed.
5.

ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF TH}} ADVISORY INDUSTRY

This section presents an analysis of the economic structure of the
advisory industry. The topics for analysis include operating revenues,
operating expenses, advisory personnel and the profitability of firms
in the advisory industry. The respondent group is composed of a random sample of 64 large advisory firms and a random sample of 65
small firms.
Operating revenue is composed of the following items: (1) management fees from advisory accounts; (2) subscriptions and other revenue
from publications; (3) commissions and give-ups by advisory client
securities transactions; (4) net distribution revenue from principal
underwriting functions of the adviser and affiliates; and (5) other
revenue. The avera;ge large advisory firm had $2.4 million of revenue
in 1964 and $3.2 million in 1968. In both years approxima,tely 60 percent of total revenues were obtained from advisory fees, of which twothirds resulted from registered investment compan'ies. Eight percent
of revenues resulted from publications. Brokerage commissions on
advisory client transactions amounted to 5 percent of total revenue in
1964 and 12 percent in 1968.
For small advisory firms, the average revenues amounted to $129,000
in fiscal 1964 and $279,000 in 1968. Whereas 72 percent of revenne
resulted from advisory fees in 1964, only 48 percent came from this
source in 1968. Revenues from brokerage commissions increased substantially, from 14 percent of revenue in 1964 to 37 percent in 1968.
Whereas two-thirds of the advisory fees of large firms resulted from
registered inves~ment companies, approximwtely 85 percent of advisory fees fur small firms resulted from indi vidual and personal tmst
accounts.
Twenty-four advisory firms reported receiving mutual fund underwriting revenues during 1968. Expressed as a percentage of mutual
fund sales for these 24 firms during the year, net underwriting
revenues averaged 1.09 percent of fund sales for the 24 firms.
For the 32 broker-dealer affiliated advisers who reported brokerage
commissions on client transactions, the average unweighted percentage
of total 1968 revenue represented by this source was 51 percent.
The total expense data for large advisory firms indicate that an
average firm in the sample had $1.7 million of expenses (before taxes)
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in 1964, and $2.4 million in 1968. The largest single expense category
is employee compensation, which amounted to 68 percent of total expenses in 1964 and 61 percent in 1968. The total expense data for small
advisory firms is similar. Employee compensation was the major expense, amounting to 69 percent of expenses in 1964 and 63 percent in
1968. The total expenses for an average small advisory firm was $98,000
in 1964 and $222,000 in 1968.
Regression analysis was used to examine the statistical relationship
between total expenses and total advisory assets. The regression results
indicated that, on average, a 1-percent increase in advisory assets during 1968 was associated with a 0.69-percent increase in expenses. Simultaneously, as the proportion of registered investment companies in the
total adVIsory assets increased, expenses increased. A 1-percent increaSe in the proportion of registered investment companies was associated with a 0.0079-percent increase in total expenses.
An average large advisory firm had 76.9 full-time equivalent personnel in 1964 and 103.3 full-time e<l,uivalents in 1969, ,,,hile an average small firm had 10.5 full-time eqUIvalents in 1964 and 12.0 in 1969.
The Study's data indicate that typically one-half of the employees
(persons other than proprietors, partners or officers) are clerical
employees.
A sample of 60 advisers for 1964 had total advisory assets of $15.4
billion, total revenues of $97.2 million and total expenses of $59.7 million. The profit before Federal taxes for these firms was $37.5 million,
which was 0.23 percent of total 1964 advisory assets, and 39 percent of
1964 revenues. The profit ratios increased with the size of the investment firm. Advisers with less than $100 million of advisory assets
earned 0.148 percent of such assets; advisers with more than $750 million of advisory assets earned 0.281 percent.
In 1968 thel:e were 90 advisers in the sample. These firms accounted
for $40.7 billion of advisory assets, $170.3 million of revenues, $114.6
million of expenses and $55.6 million of profits. The profit figure represented 0.137 percent of advisory assets or 33 percent of total advisory
revenues.
For 27 advisers in 1964 and 38 advisers in 1968 with separate investment company expense data, the profit rllitios were 0.36 percent of investment cOlllipany assets in 1964 and 0.21 percent in 1968. These figures
are based on $9.3 billion of assets 'in 1964 an'd $17.6 billion in 1968. These
advisers also advised $4.3 billion of other accounts in 1964 and $10.7
billion in 1968. The profit ratios for those other advisory assets were
0.04 percent in 1964 and 0.11 percent in 1968. During each of the years
the results for investment companies indicated a trend toward higher
profit ratios for larger advisory complexes. This trend did not exist for
other accounts advised in these complexes.
6.

PERFORMANCE FEES

The use of performance fees to reward investment company advisers
is now commonplace. This is a relatively recent development. Performance fees have been criticized on the grounds that they are a oneway street to higher fees, that they encourage speculation, and that
they create severe conflict-of-interest problems within an advisory
complex. On the other hand, performance fees have been defended on
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the grounds that they allow sophisticated clients additional degrees
of freedom in negotiating fee arrangements with advisers, permit
superior advisers to obtain additional compensation, and permit profitable operation of smaller economic units which do not have access to
large efficient sales organizations.
Performance fee arrangements typically faU into two general categories: (1) fee basis related to the performance of a market index;
or (2) a fee based solely on the performance of the fund itself without
reference to the performapce of any index. In the latter case the advisory fee is typically based on a 'percentage of the net unrealized
capital gains, or net realized capital gains, or dividend and interest
income. As of June 30, 1969, at least 137 investment companies
had performance fee arrangements in effect or proposed. Six were
closed-end companies. Of the remaining 131 funds, the fees of 120 were
related to the performance of market indexes. Funds are continuing
to use performance-based incentive fee arrangements and the same
indexes as performance standards.
The Investment Company Amendments Act of 1970,'>Public La)v
No. 91-547 (December 14, 1970), reflects Commission recommendations concerning performance fees growing out of numerous studies
conducted by and for the Commission. The Amendments Act amends
the Investment Advisers Act to require registration of investment
advisers whose only clients are investment companies, Iwd it prohibits registered advisers from charging performance fees to investment compallies unless such fees increase and decrease proportionately in relation to an appropriate index of securities prices or other
measure of performance as the Commission mlty specify. It also
permits It registered investment adviser to charge any ot.her person
a performance fee, but only under specified conditions. These provisions will become effective on December 14, 1971.
Existi.ng incentive fee arrangements provide an incentive to the
adviser to invest his client's funds in securities having high volatility, even though such action may not be consistent with the investment objectives of the ·account. The absence of disclosure by an
adviser to his clients about the volatilit~ of portfolios under management aggravates this problem. This sectIOn suggests a possible method
for measuring investment volatility and performance which would
both provide a basis for such disclosure and, in addition, reduce
incentives on the part of an adviser to expose his client's funds to
excessive risk. The method requires as an initial step the construction of a standard portfolio having the same volatihty as that displayed on the average by the fund for the period being evaluated. The
fund manager would be entitled to a performance fee only if the average gross yield produced under his management, net of all expenses,
exceeded the rate of return displayed by the unmanaged standard
portfolio having equal volatility. Rates of return on fund shares and
the comparison portfolio woutd be computed in identical. fnsh~on
and include all distributions made on both portfolios. The mcentIve
fee would increase and decrease proportionately for superior o~ inferior performance relative to the standard portfol'io. 3 Relatllvely
• Where the possibility of negative fees exl9ts, special considerations concerning reserves
and refunding are applicable.
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sm1tll or ;random changes in return should not trigger large, discreet
?hanges m fee ratios. The interval of time over which ;performance
IS measured Sl~~lI1clbe suffic,iently long to insure that accurate measures
of fun,d VOl!ttIhty and advIser preformance can be obtained.
WhIle thIS, suggested m~tho~ focuses on incenti~e fee arrangements
between advIsers and theIr chents, another area lllvolves procedures
used by advisers to compensat~ port~olio m~nagers. If portfoJio ma?agel's are compensated on an mcentIve basIS, the consIderatIOns dIScussed above would be equally applicable to these arrangements.
7.

ORGANIl?ATION OF ADVISORY FIRM:s FOR INVESTMENT DECISIONl\fAKING

. For small fund complexes the management of the advisory firm is,
the portfolio manager. For large fund complexes the decisionmakmg tends to be more decentralized. An investment committee of
the senior management of the firm typically generates either an approved list of securities or general policy with respect to investment
decision making. The portfolio managers then, with a.uthority ranging
from complete to limited, implement poliClies 'for their mutual funds
and other clients. For nonfund complexes similar differences exist
between large and small firms.
Fund complexes tend, on the average, to have more than twice the
number of securities analysts than non fund complexes, but only about
one-half the number of people involved in economic research. On
the average, nonfund complexes tend to have 7.4 portfolio managers
per firm, while fund complexes, with substantially fewer accounts,
tend to have 5.8 portfolio managers per firm.
In both large fund and large nonfund complexes, portfolio managers tend to spend about 75 percent of their time in investment decisionmaking and related supervision of portfolios. The percentages
!tre smaller for small fund and small non fund complexes where, as
might be expected, portfolio managers have a broader range of other
duties. The typical analyst spends about 24 percent of his tif!1{' in
contact with portfolio companies. This percentage is somewhat hIg:her
for fund complexes than for nonfund complexes, 34 percent as agamst.
20 percent.
In the case of account managers, fund complexes tend to have a
higher proportion of analysts with law or advanced business degr~es
(51 percent) than nonfund complexes (39 percent). The same dlfferences appear to exist for investment research analysts, where ?4
percent of fund complex analysts had law or advanced degrees m
business as compared to 47 percent for nonfund complex analysts.
'W'ith res,?ect to security evaluation procedures, the fundamental approach (where emphasis is on ana.lysis and projections of. corporate
e!trnings) is typically the most important .t~ the average adVIsory firm,
from complete to limited, implement polICIes. fo: th~Ir mutual :funds
with 77 percent of the total Study sample mdIcatm.g that th~s approach was very im{)ortant land always ,used. Techmcal ~pproaches
(which rely particularly on market actlOn as the essentIal factor)
appear only of moderate interest with. 63 percent of t~e total sample
responding that this approach was eIther somewhat Important but
not used frequently, or not important an~ used o~ly rarely.
. .
The most important source of externalmformatlOn to the sec,ul'ltws
research process appears to be the financial statements of lssuers
III e~ect,
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which, for all sizes and .types of firms in the Study's sample, receive
the highest importance ranking. Direct contact with security issuers
ranks next, followed by information received from other research organizations and then information purchased from broker-dealers via
commission dollars. Information purchased from other investment
advisers on a contractual basis appeared to be relatively unimportant
for most firms.
Seventy-eight percent of fU{ld complexes and 62 percent of nonfund complexes own or rent an electronic computer either on an inhou"le or service bureau basis. Large firms tend to be more likely to usc
computers than small firms, 88 percent as against 47 percent. The
most common function for which the computer was utilized was account administration, with 50 percent of the responding firms indicating this use. This was followed by general administration duties,
with 39 percent.
.
8.

l\1ANAGEl\IENT OF SPECULATIVE FUNDS

This section provides a description of the ways in which aggressive
capital gain onented funds are managed, and examines differences in
the portfolio behavior of two groups of such funds: (1) registered
open end ftmds which indicated they could engage in certain specula.bve investment techniques ("registered speculative funds") and (2)
unregistered private investment partnerships ("hedge funds"). Unless otherwise indicated, the data are as of December 31, 1968. On that
date, the 43 registered speculative funds surveyed had total assets of
approximately $1.7 billion and were 7 percent of the 603 active open
end funds registered. The 140 hedge funds surveyed had total assets
of $1.3 billion.
The registered speculative funds were sma:ller and more recently
registered than the average mutual fund. The average size registered
speculative fund was $39 million and the median size was $13.6 mlillion,
while the average size mutual fund was $96 million at December 31,
1968. The average hedge fund was $9 million and the median size
hedge fund was $2.7 million at December 31, 1968. The ave.rage age of
the mutual funds which reported to the Study was 14 years old as of
September 30, 1969. More than half of the registered speculative funds,
24, were registered in ,the years 196()-68, and 11() of the 140 hedge funds
were formed in the years 19()6-68 (78 in 1968 alone).
The hedge funds had fewer pal1ticipants (none ha;d as many as 100)
but they ,were generaUy persons of greater means than the shareholders
of the registered speculative funds. The media.n number of shareholder
accounts for the registered speculative funds was 3,250 and the average
account size was $3,787. The average account size for members of
the Investment Company Institute ("ICI") was $5,800 as of December 31,1968. 4
The 35 registered speculative funds in operation throughout 1968
enjoyed a huge net capital inflow during the year, 105 percent of their

beginning of the year net assets. For all members of the ICI net capital
inflow was just over 5 percent of beginning of the year net assets. For
• lIIutual Fund Flact Book, 1969 (lCI). At year·end 1968, the lor represented
240 open end Investment companies, wltb total assets of almost $52.7 billion, or about
90 percent of the totnl nssp.ts of nil open end Investment companies on thn't dnte. Through·
out this section. data publlshetl by the ICI for all 240 members In tbe 1969 lIIutual Fund
Fnct Book will be referred to.
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the hedge funds during 1968 net capital inflow was 9 percent of the
beginning year assets of those hedge funds which were in operation
throughout the year. Total hedge fund assets grew very quickly from
$333 million at yearend 1966 for the 35 hedge funds organized in 1966
or earlier to $1.3 billion for 140 hedge funds at yearend 1968.
The largest portion of the assets of members of the ICI (84 percent)
of the registered speculative funds (74 percent) and of the hedge funds
(61 percent) were invested in common stocks as of December 31,1968.
Cash and cash items accounted for 6 percent of the total assets of ICI
members, 9 percent of the registered speculative funds, and 10 percent
of the hedge funds' total assets.
The relative total liabilities of the hedge funds· (which are equal to
32 percent of total hedge funds assets) were about three times greater
than the relative total liabilities of the registered speculative funds
(11 percent of registered speculative fundsLtotal assets). Hedge fund
borrowings were equal to 15 percent of their total assets, while borrowings were only 2 percent of the total assets of the registered speculative
funds. Short positions accounted for 12 percent of the yearend total
assets of hedge funds, but only 0.8 percent of the registered speculative
funds' total assets. The ratios of short sales to total sales of the hedge
funds were 10 times as high as those of the registered speculative funds
during the first two quarters of 1968.
New York Stock Exchange listed common stocks were the largest
stockholdings of the hedge funds (47 percent) 5 and the registered
speculative funds (49 percent), while NYSE listed stocks accounted
for 92 percent of the common stock holdings of registered investment
companies represented in Table IX-14, as of September 30,1969. 6
Over-the-counter stocks were the second largest of t.he common
stockholdings of the registered speculative funds (29 percent) and
of the hedge funds (26 percent). The registered speculative funds had
20 percent of their portfolios in American Stock Exchange listed
stocks and the hedge funds had 25 percent as of December 31, 1968. In
contrast, OTC common stocks accounted for () percent of the common
stock portfolios of a sampling of 37 ICI members for the latter portion of 1970. The AMEX listed stocks accounted for 6 percent of the
portfolios of registered investment companies as of September 30,1969;
ns indicated in Table IX-14.
For 1968, the annual turnover rate of the hedge funds was 317 p£'rcent, compared with 143 percent for the registered speculntive fnnds
and 45 percent fOI' an members of the ICI.
For fiscal years ending during 1968, the registered speculative funds
had significantly higher expense ratios and advisory fees th~n did
all members of the ICI. The expense ratios of 34 of the regIstered
speculntive funds for 1968 were 1.16 percent of their 1968 average
net nssets on a dollar weighted basis. Their 1968 advisory feps wei'll
0.70 percent of their average net assets on this basis. In contrast, the
ICI claimed expense ratios of 0.46 percent of average net assets and
advisory fees of 0.35 percent on a weighted basis in 1968 for a sample
group representing 90 percent of the assets of its members. The highel'
• '1'hrouj(hout this section the 28 largest hedA'e funds, with assets accounting for 82
percent of the assets of heclge funds Run-ered, will be referroo to. However, information on
market IIRting was available for only 27 0 the largest hedge funds .
• Table IX-14 also Indicates that 96 percent of the common stock portfolios of all Insti·
tutions were Invested In NYSE IIlItoo stocks.
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expense and advisory fee ratios of the registered speculative funu:>
may be explained to a great degree by the higher percentage of pet·formance fees among the registered speculative funds.
By September 30, 1970, the total assets of the 28 hedge funds which
were largest at December 31, 1968, were almost 70 percent less than
at yearend 1968, and at least five of the 28, including the one w1hich
was previously the largest, had either been dissolved or were in the
process of liquidating. The net assets of the registered speculative
funds were 40 percent less on June 30, 1970, than they were as of yearend 1968.
9.

SIZE,. GROWTH, AND PERFORMANCE OF REGISTERED INVESTMENT
COMPANIES

In this section the investment performance of a group of open end
registered investment companies is examined. For each fund being
evaluated, a standard portfolio having the same average market volatility is constructed for purposes of comparison, as described in section
F. The difference between the rate of return realized by the fund and
the rate of return realized by the standard pOltfolio is the basic measure of performance used in this section. Another important measure
computed for each fund is the degree of diversification, defined as It
percentage of variation in monthly rates of return for the fund which
can be accounted for by movements in the market itself, in this case
by rates of return on the Standard & Poor's 500 stock index.
The sample of ·mutual funds examined consists of 236 companies,
of which 125 had complete investment return data over the 10-year
evaluation period. As of .rune 1965, the total net Itssets of these 286
funds was $36 billion, which represented approximately 90 percent of
industry assets at that time.
Performance measures for the 10-year period 1960-69 indicate that
the funds, on the average,' outperformed the volatility adjusted performance standards. In a typical month during the 10-year evalurution
period, the average fund had total returns 0.05 percent greater than
returns on standard portfolios of equivalent vol uti lity. During the first
5-year period the funds as a group had lower average returns than the
standard portfolios. The situation is reversed during the 1965-69
period, during which the funds tended, on average, to outperform the
standard portfolios. During the 1960-64 period, low volatility funds
consistently outperformed standard unma,naged portfolios having
equal volatilities, while higher volatility funds did not. During the
period 1965-69, the reverse was true, with higher volatility funds outperformin~ the standard portfolios.
Diversification measures indicate that approximately 60 percent of
the variation in monthly fund returns can be explained by movements
in the market index (as opposed to 100 percent, by definition, for the
performance standard).
The Study also examined the question of whether a significant
portion of differences in risk-adjusted, market-related fund performance statistics can be exphtined by systematic differences in one or
more of nine specified variables. 7 In preparing the data, for regression
7 The variable are: (1) volatility adjuRted performance; (2) fund tltrno\'er; (1) total
net asset value of the fund: (4) total a(I\'lsory complex assets: (5) monthly cash or noncash
Inflows to the fund; (6) net sales of fund shares; (7) volatility of the fund relative to a
market Index; ('8) performance fee; and (9) sales load.
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analysis, two approaches were used. The first approach was to treat
each fund-month observation as an independent observation. The
second approach was to average the data for each fund before conducting the analysis.
.
In general, the analysis showed that even jointly the variables had
little ability to explain variations in fund performance. Virtually
none of the variations was explained in the fund-month case, while
10 percent was exphined in the fund-average regression. Nevertheless, some observations can be made.
Both performance-averaging methods indicated a significantly
negative relationship between portfolio turnover and performance.
The data indicate that, on the average, a 10 percentage point increase
in turllover rate would have reduced fund performance in the fundavemge case by approximately 0.05 percent per month and by approximately 0.02 percent in the fund-month analysis. The second ob!:lernltion is the lack of a significant relationship between either fund
size or ltcl\risory complex size and fund performance. The remaining
val'iables appeal' to have little influence on fund performance. Thus,
the results suggest that funds having performance fees do not perforlll significantly differently from funds without sucll fees. Also, the
results suggest that there is no appreciable difl'erence between the
performance of funds which charge sales loads and those which do not.
Mutual fund turnover statistics are next examined. It is possible
hem to account for a substantial portion of variations in turnover as
a function of the variables used in the analysis. Approximately 40
percent of the variation in fund turnover can be explained by the
variables, primnrily by performance, fund sales and volatility. Fund
size nnd complex size both nre significantly and negatively related to
portfolio turnover. Thr, relationship between turnover and mutual
fund sa,les is positi ve and statistically significant in all equations. The
data indicate that It one percentage point increase in fund sales as a
percentage of net assets is, on average, associated with a 3.5 percentage
point increase in fund turnover.
PREFJo:R1~X'l'IAJ, TREATlIIEXT IX THE ~L"-XAG]O~lIn'XT OF DIFFERENT
TYPES 0J0' ACCOUNTS-THE PROBLElII OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

10.

This section discusses the stated policies of 106 investment advisers
rcgarding allocation of purchases and sales of It particular security
"betwcen accounts ILnd regarding allocation of securities which may
be unusuallv attractive investments at the time. The section also examines statl'stically the relationship between the allocation of certain
new issues and the turnover rates and investment objectives of the
different ace-ounts managed by a sample of 32 advisory firms.
The 106 advisers answered a request by the Study to describe "any
policy of the Investment Adviser governing the allocation of purchase 01' sale transactions among various client accounts where an
acquisition or disposal program requires a period of days or week!'
to complete; for example, in a purchase program, how is it determined
which accounts will receive which day's purchases and at what price?"
Thirty-fonr advisers stated that they had no allocation policy. Of
the remaining 72 respondents, 27 prorated the amounts actually purchased or sold during a particular period on the basis of the relative
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size of the purchase or sale requests of their clients or pOltfolio managers or on the basis of commitments of each account. Ten advisers
rotated accounts either alplmbetically, by branch office, or randomly
in an eifolt to achieve long-term equitable treatmen~. Twenty-four
advisers, most of whom stated they intended to give bir treatment.,
provided no basis for such allocations.
Eleven advisers indicated that their policy was to give priority or
preferential treatment to particular types of accounts. Nine of these
said they gave priority in executing orders to discretionary accounts,
and the other two gave preferential treatment to registered investment
com panics.
The same 106 investment advisers also replied to a request by the
Study to "describe any policy followed by the Investment Ad,~iser go,\,erning- the allocation of limited quantities of economically attractive
securIties among various clients with similar investment objectives;
for example, new stock issues. (A 'new stock issue' is defined as an initial offering of the stock of a company which previously had no public!y traded stock. ) "
Sixty-one of the 106 respondents stated that they had no allocation
policy in this area. The.explanation given overwhelmingly was that
these particular advisers did not purchase new or limited quantity
stock issues. The remainder of the advisers responding indicated that
they did have a policy with respect to the allocation of limited quantities of economicallv attractive securities. Eighteen said that they
allocated such securitIes proportionately, either according to the size of
the order placed or the assets of the account. Eight stated they allocated new issues and limited quantities of stock on some form of rotational basis between their accounts. Six advisers indicated that they
divided new issues or limited quantities of securities equally among
the accounts for which such purchases were appropriate. Seven advisers stated that they had adopted preferential policies concerning
allocations of limited quantities of economically attractive securities.
A few of these favon~d clients on a first come, first served basis, while
others acknowledged a tendency to favor accounts which performed
relatively poorly m the past, or accounts which were sma]]er. Finally,
six advisers stated without explanation that they simply had a policy
of allocating "on a fair and equitable basis."
The new issue data collected by the Study 011 the allocation of 84
new issues among 32 advisory firms was used to examine the relationship between new issue allocations and the size, turnover mtes, and
investment objectives of the accounts in these firms. The 32 advisers included in this analysis obtained approximately 80 percent of the total
market value of the 84 new issues received by all investment advisers.
The a.verage ratio of new issues to common stockholdings is 0.35
percent for registered investment companies; 0.23 percent for inclividuals and personal trusts; 1.41 percent for nonregistered investment
companies; and 0.77 percent for the adviser's own portfolio. s
'Vhen common stockholdings are replaced by a measure of common
stock turnover,9 the data show that registered investment companies
• All figures for "adviser's own portfolio" result from only two of eight advisory firms
with "own portfolio" transaction".
• Common stock turno\'er Is definecl fiS the common stockholdln!f as of .Tune ao. 1909,
multiplied by the average turnover rate for accounts of that type within each advisory firm.
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received 0.58 .percent of activity; individual and personal trust accounts 0.96 percent; nonregistered investment companies 0.46 percent;
nnd adviser's own portfolios 12.26 percent.
The question of preferential treatment also requires consideration
of account investment objectives. For some classes of accounts the investment objective mny ,veIl be such that t.he adviser would consider
allocation of relatively speculative new issues to these accounts as
inappropriate. Thus, in making comparisons among allocations to
various account categories, an attempt is made to adjust for differences in investment objectives.
The Study's data show that on the ba9is of both holdings and turnover, individuals and personal trusts, nonregistered investment companies, and the adviser's own portfolio received substantially more
than their propOltionate share of new issues. Nonregistered investmellt companies and the adviser's own portfolio had, on the average,
t.he most aggressive investment objectives while individuals and personal trusts had investment objectives that were close to the group
average.
Registered investment companies, which received 81 percent of the
new issues, held 74 percent of the common stock and had 87 percent of
the common stock turnover, and thus appeared to receive their proportionate share of new issues. However, the investment objectives of registered investment compnnies were more aggressive than those for individuals and personal trusts, which appeared to receive more than
their proportionate share of new issues.
These results should be considered tentative in light of the limitations in the dat.a used for the analysis. Moreover, interpretation of the
data is complicated by the existence of t.wo types of potential new issue
alloc:ttion favoritism. One results from preferential treatment. of particular types of advisory firms (such as hedge funds) by new issue underwriters. The second would result from favoritism in the allocat.ion
of new issues obtained by an advisory complex to accounts within the
complex. Additional analysis would be required to separate these two
factors.

Chapter V
BANK TRUST DEPARTl\fENTS
At the end of 1969, trust departments of commercial banks located
in the United States administered $280 billion in assets, of which
$180 billion was common stock. This common stock exceeded the sum
of the common stock administered by investment advisers, insurance
companies, self-administered employee benefit plans, foundations, and
educational endowments.
At the same time, the 50 trust departments from which the Study
collected data administered $195 billion of assets, including $131 billion of common stock. The 50 trust departments were the largest at
the end of 1967, measured by assets administered.
1. TYPES OF ACCOUNTS AND ASSETS ADMINISTERED

Bank trust departments offer various services involving furnishing
of investment advice and making investment decisions:
(a) The bank may serve as trustee, having legal title to the trust
assets but with fidUCIary obligations to act for the benefit of the beneficiaries in administering the trust: Typically, the beneficiaries having
an interest in the income of a trust are not the same persons who have
an interest in the trust's principal. Especially when banks have the
responsibility to determine the amounts of income or principal (or
both) to be paid to beneficiaries, banks furnish a serVICe not customarily offered by other investment managers.
(b) The bank may serve as an agent for its customers. Unlike a
trust, an agency relationship cannot be used to provide for the disposition of the customer's property after his death, since the agency
relationship terminates on the death of the bank's customer. The sole
service rendered for the agency accounts is giving investment advice or making investment docisions. The agency relationsl-rip usually
can be terminated by the customer at any time, while the instruments
governing trusts are sometimes irrevocable and sometimes do not provide for removal of the trustee. 1
( c) Banks also administer employee benefit accounts. The assets in
these accounts are contributed by employers or employees (or both),
for the benefit of the employees, pursuant to retirement or other
employee benefit plans. A bank may act as trustee or agent in connection with these plans. 2
1 A distinction Is sometimes made between accounts where a bank acts as agent for an
Individual (,personal agency accounts) and accounts for other customers (institutional
and corporate accounts). These latter customers Include business corporations, foundations. educational endowments. hospitals. museums. churches. and othprs.
• In general. the Study does not relate to accounts where the bank does not render Investment advice or make Investment dl'eislons. such as custodian. safekeeping. and escrow
accounts. Nor does the Study deal with accounts where the bank acts as registrar. transfer
agent, or In a slmlla'r capacity.

(34)
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Of the $195 billion of assets administered by the 50 bank trust departments, employee benefit accounts represent 41 percent; personal
tmst and estate accounts 40 percent; and agency accounts 19 percent.
From the end of 1964 to the end of 1969, assets administered grew by
approximately 50 percent. For the same period, trust department
dIrect revenues also increased by approximately 50 percent. Employee
benefit account revenues increased by 94 percent during this 5-year
period; agency account revenues, 46 percent; and trust and estate
account revenues, 43 percent.
The largest number of personal tmst and estate accounts and the
largest number of agency accounts are in the $50,000 to $500,000 range.
Excluding the small employee benefit accounts (wmoh are primarily
R.R. 10 accounts), the greatest concentration of .employee benefit
accounts is between $500,000 and $5 million.
The banks were asked to state wi,th respect to certlllin of their tmst
department accounts whether (a) the bank had sole investment authority; (b) the bank had to consult with other parties prior to the
execution of a trade; or (0) the bank had no investment authority.
The trust departments have sole investment authority over approxima.tely 80 percent of employee benefit account assets, over less than
30 percent of assets in personal trust accounts, and over less than 10
percent of the assets in agency accounts. About 60 percent of personal trust assets and 70 percent of agency assets are in accounts
in which the bank gives advice and must consult others before a
tra.nsaction. It is not clear how different in actual management these
are from accounts in which banks have sole investment authority.
Estimates by trust officers on the frequency with which customers
agree with advice given have ranged from 60 to 99 percent.
AJpproximately 25 percent of the total brokerage of the tmst
departments is paid to brokers designated by the banks' customers.
The trust departments have no voting authority, either sole or in
conjunction with others, in connection with approximately 50 percent of the value of the common stock in personal agency accounts,
and in connection with approximately 65 percent of the value of the
common stock in the institutional and corporate agency accounts. The
trust departments have sole voting authority over stock constituting
ltpproxima.tely 75 percent of the value of the common stock held in
employee benefit accounts, and have sole voting authority over approximately 55 percent of such stock in personal trust and estate
accounts. The $72 billion of common stock over which the 50 banks
are estimated to have sole voting authority is 55 percent of the market
value of the common stock admmistered by the 50 trust departments.
2. LEGAL, REGULATORY, AND TAX ENvrnoNMENT
In making investment decision, trust department personnel may
luwe to consider a number of constraints.
The statutes of some States include legal lists of permissible categories of investments for trustees. In general, legal list statutes do not
apply when a bank is acting as agent, rather than tmstee. Nor do
the legal list restrictions apply where the instrument creating the
fiduciary relationship specifies that the fiduciary shall be free to purchase securities not included in the legal list. The 50 banks are rarely
restricted by legal lists.
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Frequently the prudent man rule, which is embodied by statute in
many States, must be considered by bank personnel when making investment decisions. Under this rule, a trustee is under a duty to make
such investments as a prudent man would make of his own property
having primarily in view the preservation of the estate and the amount
and regularity of the income to be derived. ""Vhile it is common to
specify in a trust agreement or will that a fiduciary is not subject to
a legal list, inst.ruments rarely modify the prudent man rule.
There are a number of other legal and regulatory nuttters which
affect bank trust departments. A trustee may be required by the applicable State law to send periodic reports to the beneficiaries of the trust.
Regulations of the Comptroller of the Currency impose certain requirements on a national bank that the Comptroller has authorized to
act in a fiduciary capacity. Such requirements concern, among other
things, periodic review of account assets, bonding of officers in the
trust department, and self-dealing with fiduciary accounts. Bank
regulatory agencies examine trust departments periodically to determine whether there are any investments not permitted by the governing instruments.
The Federal income and estate tax laws provide tax incentives to
create irrevocable rather than revocable trusts. In a random selection
of personal trust accounts, the Study found that more than 70 percent
of the trusts were irrevocable, because the settler had died or had
chosen to make the trust irrevocable during his life. Bank trust departments benefit from the tax incentives to create irrevocable trusts, since
such accounts are less likely to move to competing investment managers than revocable trusts. Even where the trustee of an irrevocable
trust may be removed, the expenses involved in court proceedings,
when required, may discourage the removal.
Bank trust departments also are subject to regulation concerning the
pooling of investments. Although common trust and pooled employee
benefit funds account for only 6 percent of the total trust department
assets in the 50 banks, a substantial portion of the assets in small
accounts is invested in such accounts. 3 Trust departments frequently
reduce fees if the customer agrees to participate in a collective investment fund. The regulat'ions of the Comptroller of the Currency relating to collective investment funds require, among other things, that
the funds be valued at least every three months and that participations
may begin and terminate only as of such a valuation date. The legal
status of common trust funds and pooled employee benefit funds is
relatively settled, but litigation is currently pending before the
Supreme Court to determine the permissibility of commingling
agency accounts over which a bank has sole investment authority.
""Vhere a bank offered the public a service under which it 'invested participa,nts' assets in virtually 'identical securities, pursuant to sole investment authority, the Commission concluded that registration was
required under the Investment Company Act of 1940 IUld the Securibies Act of 1933.
'l\Iore than 50 percent of the assets In employee benefit accounts with assets under
$500,000 are invested in pooled employee benefit funds and over 30 percent of the assets
In personal trust accounts with assets under $100,000 are invested In common trust funds.
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3.

COl\IPETITION AND CONCENTRATION OF ASSETS

Banks compete not only among themselves but also with other
money managers. Data in chapters IV, VI, and Vln indicate the
extent to which investment advIsers and insurance companies compete
with bank trust departments for the administration of employee benefit accounts, and the extent to which investment advisers compete with
trust departments for agency accounts. Banks have few corporate
competitors, however, for trust and estate accounts. While some
settlors choose noncorporate fiduciaries, such as attorneys, relatives,
or personal friends, banks and trust companies administered 61 percent of all personal trusts submitting tax returns for the year 1962.
The largest 10 trust departments administered 37 percent of total
trust department assets during 1969; the 20 largest, 51 percent; and
the 50 largest, 70 percent. The 10 trust departments administering the
most employee benefit account assets administered 58 percent of the
industry's total for 1969 in that category, the 10 administering the
most agency account assets administered 39 percent of the industry'S
total in that category, and the 10 administering the most personal
trust and estate account assets administered 23 percent of the industry'S
total in that category. Concentrllltion does not appear to have increased
over the past five years. Both in terms of trust department revenues and
assets administered, the 20 largest trust departments as a whole grew
at virtually the same rate as the next 30.
4.

OPERATIONAL FACTORS

Costs of clerical and mechanical operations, such as recording transactions, collecting and disbursing dividends and delivering and receiving securities, appear to be significant in trust department operations.
These purely custodial functions account for approximately 60 percent of the expenses relating to employee benefit, agency and personal
trust accounts. Research does not appear to be a large expense item
to trust departments; research personnel account for less than 20 percent of total personnel expenses of the 50 trust departments studied.
There are in the 50 banks, on the average, 85 accounts per member
of the professiona.1 staff ('defined as all officers and employees serving
trust department accounts who earn $10,000 or more per year).
A. ACCOUNT TURNOVER AND ACTIVITY RATES

In the Study's analysis of account turnover and activity rates, the
sharp increase ill turnover that began in 1966 and accelerated in 1967
was apparent in all account types. In the five-year period ellding in
1969, employee benefit accounts had a turnover rate more than three
times that of personal accounts. Forty-four percent of personal trust
and 30 percent or personal agency accounts in the Study's sample had
no turnover at all during 1969. Furthermore, in that year, 8 percent
of personal trust and 14 percent of personal agency accounts had
turnover that was greater than zero but less than 1 percent. It appears
that more than 60 percent of trust department trading in equities
originates in employee benefit accounts.
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B. PERFORMANCE

The Study analyzed the performance of a sample of 27 pooled employee benefit funds and 21 common trust funds managed by 41 of the
50 banks for a recent three-year period.4 The performance measure is
based on the fund's rate of return compared to the rate of return that
would be obtained from a hypothetical unmanaged portfolio haVling
the same market volatility during the same ;period. 5 During the period
covered the funds with higher volatility achieved better performance.
The funds tended to be relatively concentrated in the lower volatility ranges.
5.

THE ASSOCIATION

'Vl'fH

COMMERCIAl.. BANKING

G

The Study analyzed a unique characteristiic of trust departments
that distinguishes them from other investment managers-the combining" in one corporation of trust and commercial operations.
There are several reasons why a bank's trust department mav rlraw
a ;I>?rtion of its customers from those who have commerciltl dealings
Wlth the bank.T
The Study's analysis showed that employee benefit accounts are the
account type which is most closely associated with aggregate demand
deposits III the bank. In addition, large demand deposits are more
closely correlated with trust department assets than are demand deposits as a whole.
Analyzing factors affecting broker-dealers' deposits in banks, the
Study developed the working hypothesis that 43 percent of brokers'
deposits is attributable to the brokerage not designated by customers
generated by trust departments. An increasing of $1 in commissions
paid by a trust department and received by a broker was estimated
to be accompanied, on the average, by an increase of $4.26 in the broker's deposits in the bank. The relationship found between commissions paid and brokers' deposits does not disclose who initiates the
arrangement. A broker's deposits in a bank could precede commissions
received or vice versa; all that can be observed in the data is that
there was a statistically significant relationship.s
Among the securities that a bank trust department can choose to
hold are stocks in companies with which the bank has commercial
banking relationships. It appears that increased demand deposits by
a company at a bank were, to It statistically significant degree, associated with larger holdings of the company's stock by the bank's
trust department. On the other hand, loans by a bank's commercial
department to a company, measured in absolute terms, did not appear
to have a significant relationship to the trust department's holdings,
after other factors, including demand deposits, are controlled for.O
• The hanks submitted the last three annual reports for each of the sampled accounts.
The eud of the last fiscal year reported varied from Oetober 1968 through the end of 1060.
• See sections F and I of rhapter IV.
6 New York banking authorities, unlike those of some other States, refuse to charter
corporations to act solely as trust companies (without a commercial banking departm<,nt).
7 Customers may choose to transact various financial matters with tbe same organization
because of physical convenience and because the bank may already be well acquainted with
their circumstances. The hank may know who among its commercial customers are good
prospects for trust department services and it may therefore have a marketing advantage
with them over other types of financial managers. In addition, banks may wish to retain
or Improve their goodwill with commercial customers by otl'ering Investment management
services to them on advantageous terms.
8 See also ch. XIII C.7.b.
• Dltl'erences between these and similar analyses reported In ch. XV. D are discussed In
the chapter.
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6.

COl\IPENSATION AND FEE RATIOS

Legal restrictions affect the compensation received by trustees. In
some states a general test of reasonableness is used, while in other states
statutes include specific formulas concerning trustees' compensation.
In some jurisdictions the formula does not apply, however, if the governing instrument specifies other compensation.
On an aggregate basis, management and trustee fees as a percentage
of assets administered by the 50 trust departments averaged 0.21 percent in 1969. The average fee rate for employee benefit accounts was
0.10 percent,t° for agency accounts 0.20 percent, and for personal trust
and estate accounts 0.35 percent,u
The Study analyzed the relationship between fees and the following
account charactel'lstics: (a) total assets in the account; (b) the numbel' of stocks in the portfolio; (c) investment authority; (d) designation of brokerage; and (e) turnover of the equity portfolio. The analysis indicates that fee rates decrease as account assets increase; that
fee rates increase as the number of stocks in the portfolio increases,
holding total assets constant; that complete in vestment discretion appears to have the effect of increasing the fee rate; and that designation
of brokerage and turnover do not have a significant effect on fee rates.
Banks receive payment for their trust and management services
directly from fees charged the accounts, and indirectly from trust department accounts which have deposits in the banks' commercial departments, from the float on account transactions, and from that part
of brokers' deposits in the banks which are attributable to the commissions generated by trust department accounts. Indirect revenues resulting from brokers' deposits associated with brokerage commissions
paid by the trust departments were estimated to be approximately 11
percent of direct revenues received in 1969. Indirect revenues from the
float and from deposits of trust department accounts for 1969 were
estimated to be approximately 30 percent of direct revenues received.
Expressed as a percentage of assets administered these figures are
equivalent to 0.02 percent and 0.06 percent, respectively. Adding the
average direct compensation and the estimates of indirect compensation gives an estimated total compensation of 0.29 percent.
The value of the cash held in custodial accounts represents a much
larger percentage of direct fees, compared to other accounts. In 1969
the value of such cash amounted to 126 percent of direct fees paid by
custodial accounts. It appears that customers, including investment advisers and their clients, may benefit from the cash in their custodial
accounts in negotiating the fees paid for custodial services.
10 These accounts ha"e a relatively large average size.
11 'I'hese accounts sometimes Involve services besides giving Investment advice and
making Investment declslolls.
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